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VOL. X.-N0.52. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1882. WHOLE NO. 520.
She lalland <§ity iUivs.
A WEEKLtTne WSP APER.
' PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.




12,00 Per Year in Advance.
JOB PRINTING Promptly am Neatly Executed
TERMS OF ADVERTISING!:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents for
Amt insertion, and &> cents for each subsequent
Insertion for any period under three inouthe.






8 50 5 00 1 8 00
5 00 8 00 | 10 00
8 00
10 00
io oo : 17 oo
17 oo | 25 04
17 ifa 25 00 1 40 00
25 00 40 00 | 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lilies, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscribeis.
i^T" All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
An X before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nifies that no paper will be continued after date.
TtlT-J DA may be found on tile at Geo.inio Rowell & CVs News-
paper Advertising Bureau (1U Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
YORK.
idtil Roatls.
Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday Jan. 15, 1882.
From Holland From Chicago





p. tn. a. m
tldJO « 20
10 40 10 10
10 55 10 40 |
I
12 00 12 15
I













12 08 East Saugatuck
2 20 ....Richmond. ..
12 55 ..Gd. Junction..
1 10 ..... Bangor. ...
2 30 .Benton Harbor.
2 45 ...St. Joseph...
3 50 ..New Buffalo..
5 50 ....Chicago .....












On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m.,







m. a. in. p. m. a. m a. m. p. nt.
5 20 *8 15 3 *25 ...Holland ..... 11 45 *9 10 tioio
5 85 8 40 3 35 ...Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55
5 57 9 20 3 52 .. Hudson vilie... 11 15 7 40 9 25
6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandville...11 60 7 10 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 2 1 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 85 8 45
*. ra. a. in. p. ra. a. m. a. m. p.ra.
• On Sunday morning the Night Express leaves








a. m.IP- n> a. m. p. m. a. m. p. m.
t5 30 3 25 11 45 ....Holland. .. 3 25 10 45 t9 40
5 00 .... 12 15 . . . Weet Olive... 3 05 10 05
12 20 ....Bashklll .
12 25 t ... 9 45
.....
6 33 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40
0 50 4 2-) 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35
7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00
•m. p. m. p. m. p. m. a. m. p. m.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.









11 15 8 49 11 20 5 10
11 85 4 00 11 07 4 55
1 00 4 15 10 58 4 15
18 45 4 40 10 30 3 30
p.m. p.m. a. m. p. m.
• Mixed trains.
t Runs dally, all other trains daily except Sun-
day. All trains run by Chicago time.
2lu<iitw$
Attoraiyi.
FOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary Pnbilc; Kirerstreet.
YfOBRlDK,* CARROLL. Attorneys at Law,
IvL Leppig’s Blocx, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Business m Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended to. 9-ly
'DARKS, W. H. Attorney and Conncclor at Law,
T corner of River and Eighth streets.
larbin.
T\8 GROOT, L. barber. Haircntting, shaving,U shampoonlng. hair-dyeing, etc., doneatrea
aonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
Hotel. _ 14-1 y
Coaaiiiloa Xsrotuat.
PEACH W. H. Commission Merchant, andD dealer In Grain. Flonrsnd Produce. Hlgh-
eat market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store corn. Eight £ Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Srugi sad Medicine*.
lAOKSBURG.J. O., Dealerlu Drngsaud Medi-
L/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy-
sici&n'sprescriptionscarelully put up: Eighth st.
I f EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
*.vl iciues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
SntnAriHS. River street.
ITAN PUTTKN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs. Medi-
V cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den BKRo'sFamilyMedicinesjEighthSt.
iucss.
ALSU HEBEK, Druggist & Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
Furniture.
\f EVER, H. & CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
Ivl nitnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Qeneral Dealere.
IT AN PUTTKN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions. etc. ; River st.
Retell.
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro-
V/ prietors. The only lirst-class Hotel in the
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
in the Stale. Free bus in connection with the Ho-
tel. Holland, Mich. UMy
PIKENIX HOTEL. E. I*. Moulieth proprietor.
J. Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. K. K. de-
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public, and
its table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo-
dation of guests. On Ninth str , Holland, Mich.
Mix- Nl'i
ed. Exp.
a. m. a. m.
8 03 5 15
7 35 5 00
7 20 4 45
5 45 3 55
5 15 3 85
3 15 2 10
8 05 2 00
1 (X) 11 55
9 10
a. m. p. m.
o COTT' HOTEL. Win. J. Scott, proprietor.
O This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland, Mich. 8-ly
Liver? aul Sale Stables.
I )OUN E U„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
D and barn on Market si reel. Everything llrat-
class.
II AVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
II stable. Fine rigs and goou horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’sHotel. 33-tf
VTIBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
li Niulb street, near Market.
Meat Market*.
IjUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market, near comerP Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sau-
sages cousiautly on hand.
KUITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meals andvegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
IfAN DEU HAAK, U., Dealer in Fresh, Sait,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Hasufaotoriee, Ullli, Shcpe, Etc.
IIEaLD.R.K., Manufacturer of and Dcaieriu
IT Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for MowiuK Machines' cur. lOlhA River street.
PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
1I7ILMS, P. U. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
TV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
lUiti and River streets.
Hottry Public*.
oTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
0 Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at his residence New Holland,Michigan. 9-ly
Pbyiicisue.
[JEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
T) found in his office, on River street, next door
to D. K. Meengs, drug store, on Tuesdays, Thurs-
days, and Saturday*, and the balance of the week
he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe
st., Grand Rapids, Mich. *‘> ti-ly
IT REMEKS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resl-
IV dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mur-
kel street. Office one door west of Van Raalle’s
boot and shoe store. Office hours Horn 8 a. m. to
12 in., and from t> p. m. to 8 p. m. 50 -ly
(9ut Parhcts.
Produce, Etc.
Apples. bushel ............... $ 75
Beans, ?!l bushel ............ 2 OOQO S 25
Butter, $ lb .................... <tD 22
Clover seed. ̂  tt> ............ ..... 4 60
Eggs, doxen ............ (S) 16
Honey, V lb ...................... @ 13
Bay, V ton . .. .............. 10 00 11 00
Onions, $ bushels ................ © 1 00
Potatoes, # bushel ................ 80 (Tr, 85
Timothy Seed, |) bushel .......... @ 2 50
drain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white $ bushel ............ (ft 1 25red “ fa 1 *27
Lancaster Red, V bushel — fa I 30
Corn, shelled V bushel ........ fa 61
Oats, V bushel ...................... 40 fa 48
Buckwheat, bushel ............ fa 1 or.
Bran. A 100 lbs .................... fa, 1 00
Feed, W Ion ..................... fa 25 00
“ ^ 100 lb ................... fa 1 35
Barley, 100 lb .................. fa 1 50
Middling.*^ 100 lb .............. fa 1 35
Flour. ̂  brl .............. fa 7 00
Pearl Barley, $100 lb ............... fa 3 .V
Rye W hash .................... fa 90
Corn Meal V 100 lbs .............. fa 135
Fine Corn Meal *> lt» lbs ......... fa 1 60
XdiUtionul Zotwl
Sixty cents buys you a dollar’s worth of
boots, shoes and clothing at the marshal
sale, 04 and GO Cana! street. 52— tf
We call the attention of ladies to the
advertisement in Ibis paper of “Dr. Mar-
chisi’s Uterine CHtholicon.” Wo have in
our posession indisputable evidence of its
worth, and we recommend the afflicted to
iry it. This remedy differs from quack
nostrums in the following respects: 1st.
It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d.
It is not recommended for all diseases,
but only for a pirlicular class, peculiar to
females; 3d. It is recommended and used
in practice by many phisicians. one of
whom at least is well known to the people
of New Bedford. 47— ly.
No one should neglect ibis rare oppor-
tunity in securing good bargains in boots,
shoes and clothing at the marshal sale, 04
and 00 Canal street. 52— tf
Oh, What a Cough!
Will yon heed the warning. The signal perhaps
of the sure approach of that more terrible disease
Consumption. Ask yourselves if yon can afford
for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
do nothing for it. He know from experience
that Shiloh's Cure will cure jour cough. It never
fails. This explains why more than a million
bottles were sold the past year. It relieves Croup,
and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be
without It. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
8hiloh'#Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint -
Is it nbt worth the small price of 75 cents to
free yourself of every symptom of these distress-
ing complaint*. If you think so. call at our store
and get a bottle of h lloh’s Vitalizcr, every bolt le
has a printed guarantee on it. nse accordingly and
If it does you no good it will cost you nothing.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
0 Office at Dr. Schouteu’s drug store. Eighthstreet. 4U ly.
\ I ANTING, A. U.. Physician and Surgeon ;
*tI • office at Gruafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 . n. 26-l.y.
Phttogriplier.
If IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
£T lery opposite this office.
Witchei and Jewelry.
1> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
O dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
^ocictiw.
I. 0. of 0- F-
Holland City Lodge. No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordiallyinvltod.
„ „ R. A. SCHOUTEN, N. G.
M. Harrinoton, R. 8.
F. & A. M.
A RcouLABCommanication of Unitt Lodok,
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb.
LatTi’clock .sharp.
H. C. Matrau, W.M.
D. L. Born. Sec'v.
We wish to call your attention to the
advertisement of the Army and Navy
Liniment. If you are troubled with
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptberia or
Croup, call on H. Walsh, and get a bot-
tle. It is a sure cure. Bee advertisement.
To My Friends and
Customers.
Through unexpected circumstances I
have to close out my stock of Hardware,
and settle up my books. Therefore I give
notice to all parlies indebted to me to
come and settle their accounts within sixty
days, in order to avoid cost and trouble.
Thankful! for the liberal patronage you
have bestowed on me,
I remain yours truly,
J. R. KLEYN.
Holland, Mich. Jan. 4 1882. 48-4 w.
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache, in
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY. A nasal In-
jector free with each bottle. Use It if you desire
health and sweet breath. Price 50 cts. Sold by D
R. Meengs.
Do not neglect a Cough or Cold until it
is too late, try EUert's Extract of Tar and
Wild Cherry, we arc sure you will be con-
vinced of its merits, Chronic Coughs, and
even Consumptives are cured by following
the directions, every bottle is warranted
to give satisfaction. 40-tf
Dr. Jnques’ German Worm Cakes stand
unrivaled ns a worm medicine. Give
them a trial. Bold by all Druggists. 40-tf
Uncle Sum’s Nerve and Bone Liniment
is most effleibnt in Rheumatism, Bruises,
Burns, Scratches and many other ills in-
cident to man and beast. Sold by all
Druggists. 40-tf
When horses and cattle are spiritless,
scraggy and feeble they need treatment
with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It
purifies the blood, improves the appetite,
cures Colds and Distempers, Invigorates
the System and keep the Animal in a
Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by
all Druggists. 40-tf
In Good Spirits,
T. Walker, Cleveland, O., writes: ‘.For
the last twelve months I have suffered
with lumbago and general debility. I
commenced taking Burdock Blood Bit*
ters about six weeks ago, and now have
great pleasure in stating that I have re-
covered my appetite, my complexion has
grown ruddy, and feel better altogether.”
Price $1.00.
Mr. R. Van Kampen has got all the
necessary tools to move, raise or lower
buildings at short notice. He is also pre-
pared to build new dwellings, or repair
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
joiner’s work. . . 18-ly.- .....
The Army and Navy Liniment lakes
the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone,
splint or curb, and arrest tbeir growth.





Holland, Mich., Feb. 1, 1881.
The Common Council rant in regular aeaalon
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Aldermen present: Beach, Balkan. Rcukcma.
Kramer. Winter, Lamlual, Kulto and the Clerk.
Minutes of last two meetings read and approved.
PETITIONS AND ATCOONTS.
The following bills were presented for payment :
B. I*. Higgins, repairing city flag ......... $ ISO
II. s. Woodruff, burying dog . ............ so
Geo. 8. Sipp. sal. as clerk, Jan ............ 27 08
i\ Konlng, sal. as Marshal, Jan ............ 25 00
M. De Feyter, sal. ns Street Commissioner,.. 75 00
— '.Bowed and warrants ordered Issued on the
Treasurer for the amount.
REPORTS OP STANDING CONNITTEKS.
The Committee on Ways and Means reported:
Your Com. to whom was referred the petition of
U. E. Werkmnn *nd thirty-flve others, citizens and
lax-pay rs. In regard to prornring the service of a
competent person to give an estimate and furnish
plan* for water works, would respectfully report
tlie lollowlug for your consideration:
That In order to obtain lelliihlu information we
entered Into a correspondence with Mr. M. Walker.
Hydraulic Engineer, of Port Huron, Michigan, and
requested Mr. Walker io come to Holland and give
us the desired information. This Mr. NN alker kind-
ly consented to do and responded in person on the
24th day oi January, and we believe we aie safe
in relying upon the informatluii he has furnished
us. After a personal examination of onr city Mr.
Walker came to the conclusion that a well could
he sunk on the hank of tannery creek and the best
of water furnished for domestic purposes; for fire
purposes the water could be drawn from Black
Lake. An examination of a city map enabled us
to determine with considerable exactness the ex-
tent to which mains would heed to be laid In order
to reach business houses and dwellings with 1.000
feel of hose. This estimate is 17.160 feet. Mr.
Walker gave us an estimate to cover the expense
of grounds, buildings, boiler, pumps, wells, suc-
tion-pipes. mains, hydrants, etc., amounting to
$21,000, tills sum Mr. Walker aesured us will cover
the whole expense of water works as mapped ont
by him. Your Com. would ask for further time to
continue their investigations In order to get a
more detailed statement and a better understand-
ing of the workings of the same.— Accepted and
further time granted.
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semi-
monthly report of the Director of the Poor and
said committee, recommending $34.80 for the sup-
port of the poor, for the 2 weeks ending Fen.
15, 1881.— Approved and warrants ordered Issued
on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
Temporary relief was granted to the amount of $9.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OFFICERS.
The Marshal reported the number of arrests
made in the months of December and Jan.— Filed.
The City Marshal reported having collected the
following sidewalk moneys and presented receipt
of the Treasurer:
L. Knits ................................. $10 00
Chas. Scott ............... 4 54
J. Meyers ................................ 8 24
G. Van Duren ............................... 80
-Filed.
The City Treasurer reported for the months of
December and January.- Filed
The Street Commissioner reported for the
month of January, 1881.— Filed.
Justice Isaac Fairbanks reported the number of
cases tried before him, in the months of Novem-
ber, December and January.— Filed.
The Secretary of Columbia Fire Ehglne Co., No.
2 reported B. vvyuhof as elected a member of said
company, subject to the approval of the Coun-
cil.— Approved, »
Tne Clerk presented an invitation from Mr M.
Walker, Hydraulic Engineer, to visit Muskegon on
Feb. 2nd or Feb. 7. anil in bis company Inspect the
water-works at that place.— Accepted and the
Council as a Com. of the Wnole to visit Muskegon,
February 7th, 1881.
Mr. J.W. Case, of Grand Haven, was present
and reuucsicd permission to exhibit a gasoline
lamp, for street and indoor purposes.— Request
granted, and on an exhibition of its several merits
the Connell Were so Impressed with Its superior-
ity overall other lamps, that the report of the
Com. on Streets and Bridges, in regard to the peti-
tion for eight street lamps, was taken from the
table, and the committee instructed to procure
eight lamps, with posts and attachments, from the
Peninsula Gasoline Company, at a cost of $8 50
each.
Council adjourned to Tuesday 7:30 p.m., Feb.
7, 1882.
GKO. H. SIPP. Citu Clerk.
Mrs. Nancy Harman, of Mansfield, O.,
writes: "I have been under the care ol a
physician during the past seven years.
Sometimes I would led better, and then
again I would feel worse. The past two
years nothing seemed to help me. About
two mouths ago my doctor seemed to be
gelling discouraged, and I lay completely
bed ridden. I grew very nervous: the
least noise gave me great irritation. The
doctor, I suppose more to get nte oft' Iris
bunds than anything else, as he said I
would never leave my bed, told me I
might try Brown’s Iron Bitters, at the
same time remarking, ‘It was a good
tonic, and would help io keep me alive.’
I have used the remedy about two months,
and have been out of bed nearly two
weeks, and now help about the house. It
has acted like a miracle in my case.”
. Hew to Bun.
Very few boys know how to run.
“Ho, ho!” say a dozen boys. “Just
bring on the boy that can run faster than
I can ! ”
But, stop a moment. I don’t mean that
most boys can’t run fast— I mean they
can’t run far. I don't believe there is one
boy in fifty, of those who may read this,
who can ran a quarter of a mile at a good
smart pace without having to blow like a
porpoise by tbe time he has made his dis-
tance. And how many boys are there who
can run, fast or slow, a full mile without
stopping?
It hardly speaks well for our race, does
it, that almost any animal in creation that
pretends to run at all can. outrun any of
us?
Take the smallest terrier dog you can
find, that is sound and not a puppy, and
try a race with him. He’ll beat you bad
ly. He’!l run a third faster than you can,
and ten limes as far, and this with legs
oot more than six inches long. I have a
hound so active that he always runs at
least seventy-five miles when I stay a day
in the woods with him; for he certainly
runs more than seven miles an hour, and
if I am gone ten hours, you ace ho must
travel about seventy-five miles of distance.
Ami then, a good hound will sometimes
follow a fox for two days and nights with-
out stopping, going more than three hun-
dred and fifty miles, and he will do it
without eating or sleeping.
Then, you may have hoard how sime of
the runners io the South African tribes
will run for long distances— liuodreds of
miles— carrying dispatches, and making
very few slops.
1 make i hose comparisons to show that
our hoys who can not run a mile without
being badly winded are very poor runner*.
But I believe 1 can tell the boys some-
thing that will help them to run better.
I was a pretty old hoy when I first found
it out, bin the first time 1 tried it I run a
mile and a q inner at one dash, and I was
not weary nor blown. And now I’m going
to uivo you the secret:
Breathe through your nose!
I had been thinking what poor runnera
we are, and wondering why the animals
can run so fur, and it came to me that
perhaps this might account for the differ-
ence, that they always lake air through
the nose, while we usually begin to puff
through our mouths before we have gone
many rod*. Some animals, such as the
dog and the fox, do open their mouths and
pant while running, but they do thia to
cool themselves, and not because they can
not get air enough through their noses.
I found once, through a sad experience
with a pet dog, that dogs must die if their
nostrils become stopped. They will
breathe through the mouth only while it
Is forcibly held open; If left to themselves
they always breathe through the nose.
So, possibly, wo are Intended to take all
our breath through ihe nose, unless neces-
sity drives us to breathe through the
mouth.
Tiierc are ninny other reasons why we
ought to make our noses furnish all ihe air
to our lungs. One Is, the nose is filled
with a little forest of hair, which is always
kept moist, like all the inner surfaces of
the nose, and particles of dust that would
otherwise ru8h into the lungs and make
trouble, are caught and kept out by this
little hairy network. Then the passages
of the nose are linger, and smaller, and
more crooked than that of the mouth, so
that as it passes through them the air be-
comes warm. But these are only a few
reasons why the nose ought not to ho
switched off and left idle, as so many
nosea are, while their owners go puffing
through their mouths.
All trainers of men for racing and row-
ing, and all other athletic contests, under-
stand this, and teach their pupils accord-
ingly. If the boys will try this plan, they
will soon see what a difference it will soon
make in iheir endurance. After you have
run a few rods holding your mouth tightly
closed, there will come a time when it
will seem as though you could not get air
enough through the nose alone; but don’t
give up; keep right on, and in a few mo-
ments you will overcome this. A little
practice of this method will go far to make
you the best runner in Ihe neighborhood.
—Theo. B. Willson, St. Nicholas for Febru-
ary, 1882.
Don't Dream.
Sleep, to be most refreshing, should be
dreamless. Use Brown’s Iron Bitters, and
you will enjoy healthful, dreamless slum-
ber. It strengthens every part of the body,
and is very soothing in its effect on the
brain and nervous system. It is the best
medicine io the world, and assists nature
io removing all symptoms of ill health.
Wm. McCartney, 88 Lloyd Street, Buffa-
lo, N. Y. fell and sprained his ankle. His
employer, H. Anderson, 04 Main Street*
proem ed some Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, hi d
he says that a few applications enabled
him to go to work as usual.
A Marvelous Cure.
For all bodily ailments, arising from
impurity of blood, a torpid liver, irregular-
ity of the bowels, indigestion, constipa-
tion, or disordered kidneys, is wummted
in a free use of Burdock Blood Bitter*.
Price $1.00.
Giva him a Beet.
When enfeebled by long suffering pro-
ceeding from torpid liver, billiousness,
indigestion, constipation, or sick head-
ache, take Burdock Blood Bitters, which
give rest to the weary and reinvigorates





, Tuesday, the 24th day of January,
1882, will long bo remembered u one of the
coldest days ever felt in New York and Now
England. At many points the thermometer
was as low as 40 degrees below zero.... In the
Graves murder case at Newark, N. J.,
the Judge charged the Jury that
it was settlwl law in New Jersey that if the
accused man had sufhcient mind to distinguish
between right and wrong and could control his
conduct under ordinary oircumstances, he could
not acquit himself on the plea of irresistible
impulse ; thereupon the Jury brought in a
crdiot of murder in the first degree. . . .Simply
from lack of remunerative business, < six fire
insurance companies of New York have within
the past five weeks retired from the field.
A fire in Woonsocket, R. L, destroyed
the Providence and Worcester mlroad depot
Edwards’ block and Tolcott’s machine shop,
Loss, f 130,000. . . .Flames swept away $100,000
worth of property at Athol, Mass.... The in
terest of John W. Pittock, deceased, in the
Pittsburgh Leader was sold at public sale for
the sum of $45,000 to the surviving partners.
This places the value of the paper at $182, 000'
....A Wall street rumor is to the effect that
the syndicate controlling the Now York. Chi-
cago andSt. Lowj railroad scheme intend to
run a line parallel with the Illinois CentraL
The Lancaster (Pa.) Inquirer Pub-
lishing Company’s building was destroyed by
fire. Loss, $115,000 ; insurance, $60,000. The
adjoining buildings were damaged $20,000 .....
Fonr men were fatally burned by the over-
turning of a ladle of molten metal in a foundry
at Burlington, Vt.
Violent gales caused great destruc-
tion of property throughont New England, on
the 27th and 28th ult Three persons were in.
lured at Pittsfield, Mass., and a church steeple
was blown down. Extensive brick buildings
were toppled over at North Adams. A four-
story shoe factorv at Nashua, N. H., was moved
two feet out of line, stampeding 200 workmen.
A building filled with carriages was overturned
at Rochester, N. Y. The roof of the gas house
at Rockland, Me., was destroyed. Three build-
ings at Burlington, Yt.', were robbed of cover-
ings, and the ico was swept out of thb bay al-
most in an instant
At the dumping ground in Ninety-
ninth street, New York, a boy picked up what
appeared to be a tomato can filled with grease.
An explosion which resulted killed one person
and seriously injured nine others. . . .Theophi-
lus Parsons, aged 85 years, a famous law writer
and a Harvard professor, is dead.
The woman Blanche Douglass has
turned State's evidence at Now Haven, Ct.,
and told how poor Jennie Cramer was inveigled
to her ruin and death by the Malley boys and
herself. . . .In Allegheny county, Pa., a highly-
respected young man named Lee, while out
hunting, met two ladv acquaintances in a grove
of trees, and at once deliberately fired at them,
inflicting slight wounds. On being pursued,
he killed himself with his shot-gun, literally
blowing his head to pieces. There is no ex-
planation of the affair.
THE WEST*
At Nimmon’s stave factory, in Celina,
Ohio, the standpipe in the boiler broke, causing
steam and boiling water to escape, fatally
scalding Bertie Kiefer, Mike Walters and Willie
Smith, aged 12, 18 and 14.
On Christmas eve at Minnoota, Minn.,
raw ham was eaten by several persons at a party
at the house of J. H. Peckels. Three have since
died of trichiniasis, and twelve others are in a
precarious condition.... A. D. Brown, a re-
spected citizen of Plymouth, Wis., who has
Gen. Robert B. Mitchell, of Kan-
sas, formerly a member of Congress, who won
laurels as a Brigadier General of cavalry nnder
Gen. Thomas, and became known as 44 Fight-
ing Bob Mitchell, " died suddenly at Washing-
tou, after on illness of only two days.... The
Ways and Means Committee has decided to ad-
mit free of duty a limited number of copies of
the revised Bible from England ... .A Washing-
ton dispatch says the expenses of the trial of
Gniteau, apart from the cost of his awful crime,
are considerable. Just what they will amount
to cannot bo told, but, at the least calculation,
130.000 will not be in excess of the amount
needed to settle the bill.
ScoviiiLB and the Warden of the
Washington jail have agreed that no more of
Guiteau’s blasphemous addresses to the public
shall be given out, and that for the present no
one shall bo permitted to interview mm.
The bill introduced in the House by
Mr. Smith, of Illinois, requiring the Surgeon
General to furnish pure vaccine virus to the
public at cost, has also been introduced in the
Senate by Gen. Logan.
POLITICAL*
A Washington telegram says that the
President’s views on the pending proposition to
create a Tariff Commission appear to have been
misstated. He is not opposed to the creation
of such a commission, but is of opinion that
the best way t<5 secure a revision of the tariff u
to have the subject jointly considered by the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the
proposed Tariff Commission.
The President has yet over 1,000 ap-
pointments to make. In the list is a number of
important diplomatic and consular positions.
... .A Washington dispatch says the Prosidont
has refused to accept the resignation of De-
frees, the Public Printer. Ho has been re-
quested to remain in office during Mr. Arthur’s
administration.
GENERAL*
The Coroner’s jury in the Spuyten
Duyvil disaster declared Brakeman Melius
guilty of willful and culpable neglect in no*-
warning the approaching train, and pronounced
him responsible for the loss of life which fol-
lowed. George P. Hanford, the conductor of
the wrecked train, and Edward Stanford, Archi-
bald Buchanan, and Frank Burr, engineers,
were held responsible for neglect of duty, as
was also Superintendent Toucey. These men
are found guilty of causing the death of Web-
ster Wagner and others by criminal negli-
gence.
The United States Commissioners,
Trescott and Blaine, sent to South America by
ex-Sccretary Blaine, have left Lima for
Valparaiso ..... Array officers in Washington
who have examined the charges made by Gen.
Wilcox against Gen. Carr, tbo noted Indian
fighter, say they arose out of the hostility of
the former to the latter.
At Puerto Del Chocolate, in Mexico,
two Mexican officers were wounded (CapL Jose
A. Romero fatally, and Lieut. F. Gonzales
Beriouflly) by their own drunken soldiers — In
Temax, Yucatan, there are 1,700 cases of yel-
low-fever. Two hundred and twenty-two people
have died.
FOREIGN.
In the German Parliament, the other
day, in a debate ou the budget, Bismarck said
the imperial rescript remained unshaken by the
attacks upon it ; it was to the sovereign, and
not to Parliament, that Germany owed the
position she enjoyed. The Chancellor then
twice asked if any one present could reproach
him with cowardice.
Turkey and Russia have reached an
understanding. The former is to pay $2,000,-
000 annually on account of the war indemnity,
payment being guaranteed by the tithes of
some of the Turkish provinces.
Refusing to take warning £rom the
ominous presage of certain defeat afforded in
the almost unanimous opposition of the com-
mittee to which was referred the Ministerial
F0BTT-8ETEITH CfNGBESS*
No busineu waa transacted in the Senate on
Jan. 23, the time of that body being occupied
In the delivery of eulogies upon the late
Senator Burnside. The speakers were Sen-
ators Edmunds, Anthony, Maxey, Hawley.
Harrison, Jones, Hale, Aldrich, Hampton and
Ransom. In the House, after the transaction
of some business, eulogies were delivered
by Messrs. Chase, Spooner (R I.), Browne
(Ind.), Rice (Mass.) and Henderson (III).
Mr. Pacheco, of California, introduced a bill to
repeal the land grant of the Atlantic and Pa-
cific road. Mr. Willis introduced an act to reg-
ulate Chinese immigration, and Mr. King one
to stop three crevasses in the Mississippi levee.
Mr. Bliss handed in a bill to pension soldiers of
the late war confined in Confederate prisons.
Mr. Warner introduced an act to reduce the
salaries of the President and heads of depart-
ments. No less than 856 bills were presented
during the day.
The bUl giving Mrs. Lincoln 115,000 arrears
of pension and increasing her allowance to
$5,000 was passed by the Senate Jan. 24. Mr.
Beck introduced a bill for the punishment of
national-bank officers who illegally issue ccrti’
fled checks, stating that the practice is going
on at the rate of $100,000,000 per day. Mr.
Plumb proposed an amendment to the consti-
tution prohibiting the manufacture, im-
portation, cr sale of liquors as a bev-
erage. Mr. Toller submitted & joint
resolution forfeiting land grants to twenty-two
railroads. Mr Vocrheos introduced a bill to
compel railroads to heat mail cars by steam
from the locomotive. The President transmitted
drafts of bills to increase the salary of the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office and cre-
ate the office of Assistant Commissioner ; also
to make the same changes in the office of the
Indian Commissioner. James W. McDill, of
Itiwa, waa sworn in for the unexpired term.
In the House, Mr. Reed asked the immediate
consideration of the Senate bill to# retire Asso-
ciate Justice Hunt, but Mr. Holman objected.
A bill was passed to remit the duties on some
clothing sent from Europe to colored settlers in
Kansas. A resolution was adopted calling on
the Secretary of War for a statement of the
accounts of Capt, H. W. Ilnwgato. The forti-
fication appropriation of $375,000 was passed.
Mr. Cameron, of Wisconsin, submitted reso-
jutions in the Senate, on Jan. 25, in memory of
the late Matthew H. Carpenter. Tributes of
respect were paid by several Senators, after
which an adjournment was voted without
the transaction of any business. In the
House tne most of the day was also devoted to
the delivery of eulogies upon the dead Senator.
After considerable opposition, the Senate bill
to retire Justice Hunt was passed, the vote
standing 137 to 89. A letter from the Secro-
tar.- of the Treasury asked an appropriation of
$23,159,690 to complete the service of the fiscal
year in the various departments.
Mr. Allison introduced a bill In the Senate.
Jan. 26, to provide a reserve fund for the re-
demption of United States bonds, one provision
being for the retention in the treasury vault“
of $20,000,000 in coin to take np legal tenders.
Mr. Sherman closed the debate on his 3 per
cent, funding bill claiming that the largo sur-
plus of reveuue was a constant temptation to
ioblnirs, and that the tariff should bo so re-
vised that the charge of robbery could
not be attached to it A motion to
table the bill was lost, by 23 to 45.
In the House, Mr. Updegraff presented the pe-
nt ion of 4,000 citizens of Ohio for the creation
of a liquor commission. Mr. Cox offered a res-
olution calling for the correspondence in regard
to the expulsion of American Israelites from
Russia. The bill appropriating $1,000,000 for
the reclamation of tne Potomac marshes was
referred to the committee of the whole. The
House adopted Mr. Browne’s res-
olution of inquiry as to the amounts
lequired for pensions for the next
twenty-five vears. Mr. Springer called up
the Senate bill granting an additional pension
to Sirs. Lincoln, which was passed. President
Arthur nominated Frederick A. Tritle, of Ne-
vada. to be Governor of Arizona, and Edwin
H. Webster to be Collector of Customs at Balti-
more. 8. A. Whitfield was named* for Post-
master at Cincinnati, W. H. Taft for
Internal Revenue Collector, and Leo-
jld Markbret for Assistant • Treasurer.
sons seated at the same table can change
places so as to produce 3,628,800 difl'er-
ent combinations 1 If, through modesty
or vanity, any of the guests happened to
disagree on tne point of precedence, and
if it' were decided to continue the dinner
day by day until all the combinations
had been exhausted, these ten persons
woi^ld have to dine together day after
day for 9,338 years. Supposing the din-
ners to have begun as soon as Adam and
3ve had eight descendants, the series of
dinners would still have more than 3,000
years to run, since tradition places the
irst parents of the human race only
6,000 years back.
Blaine and the State Department.
Washington dispatches say that the publica-
tion of the correspondence between Secretary
Blaine and the diplomatic representatives of
the United States to Chiu and Peru has pro-
duoed a profound sensation at the national
capital aud may be expected to excite an
equal degree of interest in other parts of
the world. In this publication is made known
for the first time the policy of the State
Department in reference to the South Amer-
ican republics — a policy which has been
completely reversed since the retirement of
Secretary Blaine aud the appointment of Secre-
tary Frelinghuysen. Within the space of one
month this important cliauge has oc-
curred, and the measures which Blaine orig-
inated and set on foot, presumably with the
(nil assent and support of the President, give
place to entirely different measures and
plans, which have in their turn received the
sanction of the President It is claimed
on one side that this change of attitude has
averted a war with Chili, which President Ar-
thur believed to bo inevitable unless the Unit-
ed States abandoned the role of medi-
ator and protector in the affairs of the
South American republics ; and on tbo
other side, the friends and supporters of the
vigorous measures inaugurated by Secretary
Blaine see m this sensational reversal of the
policy of pluck and energy a square backdown
which will redouud neither to the credit nor
advantage of the United States as a nation in
the eyes of the world.
question
French Chamber or Deputies, and was beaten
long suffered from a malignant tumor in bis ! by tbo overwhelming majority of 305 to 117.
stomach, actually starved to death. A fast
of sixty-one days was almost unbroken .....
Mrs. Garfield received from Tiffany, of New
York, an elaborately-worked, bronzed leaf
plate for the casket of the late President It
was inscribed, “Garfield, 188L”....Tho Ohio
Legislature adopted a joint resolution asking
Congress to pass a stringent law to abolish
polygamy.
The collapse of the Chicago, Portage
aud Superior railroad threw a large number of
men out of work aud left them almost penniless.
In revenge, they set fire to the great bridge
near Vizic, Wis., belonging to the Omaha com-
pany. A call was made on the Governor of
Wisconsin for troops, but the rioters were soon
paciikd.
Mrs. High, teacher of a public school
at West Jefferson, Ohio, calied in John Butler,
oue of the Directors, to assist her in quelling a
disturbance among the pupils, instigated by a
boy named George Scott. Butler so enraged
Scott that the latter stiuck Butler on the head
with a piece of coal and crushed his skull. . . .
Small-pox among the clerks killed the patron-
age ana caused tne failure of a dry-goods firm
in Mansfield, Ohio.
crogramrae of constitutional revision, Gam- | Jpbe preHi(ient transmitted to Congress
betta forced the  to a vote in the tbe (]jpi0lllEti0 correspondence concerning
Chili, Peru and Bolivia. Included m it was a
letter of instructions from Secretary Blaine to
Special Envoy Trescott. The arrest of Presi-
dent Calderon is called an intentional and un-
warranted offense. Mr. Tresoott is charged
The Premier and Cabinet thereupon tendered
their resignations to President Grevy .....
The insurgents of Herzegovina are concentrat-
ing in a mountainous angle in the upper head
of the Marenta river, a position which is de-
clared absolutely unassailable.... Tlie Bank of
France baa placed 100,000,000 francs to help
the merchants and manufacturers of
Lyons through the financial crisis.
Heavy failures have occurred on the
Ges&va (Switzerland) Boursa in connection
with the French financial crisis. Nino firms in
the London Stock Exchange failed, among
them being the old house ot Manners, Sutton
A Graham, whose debts aggregate £80,000....
Prince Bismarck has been thanked by his im-
perial master for his defense of the resenpt
....G&mbetta retires from the French Ministry
apparently without creating a profound im-
pression. The radical changes proposed by
Gambetta were unwelcome to the bulk of the
people.
De Freycinet is to bo Minister of
Foreign Affairs in the new French Cabinet ;
Jules Ferry will Lave charge of public instruc-
tion, Goblet of the interior and worship. Vur-
of finances, and Cochery of posts audroy wa *•— ^* ww-— — ^ -- r ____ ___
Foot-pads have bred u reign of terror | telegraphs.... A London correspondent says:
In Indianapolis. The attendance at thothea- ! “The news that Guitoau has been found giulty
was received with satisfaction and with a feel-
ters has fallen off one-fourth, and a leading
clergyman advocated from his puipit the carry-
ing of arms in sell-defense.
THE SOUTH*
The jury in the case of Neal, the first
one of the murderers of the Gibbous family, at
Ky., who waa placed on trial brought
in a verdict of guilty after seventeen minutes’
deliberation.
Five prisoners escaped from the Dal-
las (Texas) Jail by digging a hole through the
wall with two Barlow knives passed into a cell
while the guard were asleep.
A commercial traveler named Hndg-
ins was being driven by a colored man in a
boggy from Roxboro to Oxford, N. C. While
ing of great relief here, but the average En-
gl simian, who is used to seeing a murderer
hanged three weeks after his conviction, cannot
understand why the execution of the assuxsiu
should bo delayed until Juue or July. The
whole case has been such a gross burlesque
upon the adminiatratioa of justice, that lawyers
hero are at a loss to understand American pro-
cedure .... A largo force of military and police
raided for arms at Athenry and Loughrea,
County Galway. A number of troai-ouable pa-
pers were fouud and twenty arrests made.
....Engineer Melville, of tbo Arctic
steamer % Jeannette, has gone to the mouth
of the Lena to searcu for Lieut Do
Lone, accom;>anied by two Russian officials. ....
Dublin is sufferlug from a local panic. Failures
have occurred on the stock exchange. Firms
in the foundry and building business have also
collapsed. Landlord* are unable to meet their
crossing a swollen stream on a raft the horse ; obligations to tradesmen. Heavy failures are
lumped overboard, capsizing the raft, when : ft|p0 an„onuced iQ Hamburg,' Cologne aud
Hudgins, the driver, and the ferryman were prauti0rtdrowned. j ___ L
August Davis (colored) was hanged
at New Orleans for outraging Mrs. Elizabeth
Dei tel in September last He expressed him-
self confident of retching heaven.... A ne-
gro named Ed Belton was executed at Mans-
field, La. He said be was ~
It is said that those who wish to do
any painting on or about thoir mills, will
find the following an excellent aud cheap
recipe, which will last much longer than
i executed at ans- rordi whitewash: Throe hun-
would go to heaven. HeataS^^. | dred parts washed andsieved white sand,
fast ami caUed for a preacher and a bottle of I forty parts of precipitated chalk, nity
whisky.... John Morris was banged at Shelby, j parts of resin and four parts of linseed
“ n i oil are mixed and boiled in an iron ket-
; tie, and then one part of oxide of copper
! and one part of sulphuric acid are ad-
i ded. This mass is applied with an ordi-
j nary paint brush while warm. If it ie
too thick it is diluted with liuseed oil.
not to make to the Chilian Government any
explanation of the conduct of Minister Hurl-
but.
Mr. Garland presented a petition in the Sen-
ate, Jan. 27, from Hot Springs, Ark., for an
appropriation of $500,000 to improve the re-
servation and the streets. Mr. Logan intro-
duced a bill for the distribution of pure vaccine
virus to the people by the National Board of
Health at cost price. Mr. Edmunds presented
a measure to prevent the counterfeiting of the
securities of foreign Governments. Mr. Momll
reported favorably ou the act to apply a por-
tion of the proceeds of public lands to
general education. When the 3 per ceqt fund-
ing bill came up, the Davis amendment to
make the bonds payable at the option of the
Government was carried by 38 to 26, and an
amendment by Mr. Sherman to make their dur-
ation three years was lost by 25 to 36. Mr.
Ferry introduced a bill for pensions to in-
mates of Confederate prisoners. The
Senate adjourned to Monday, the 30th
inst The President nominated John
Campbell for Surveyor of Customs at Omaha'
William D. Lewis lor Postmasier at Vincenues*
lud., aud Theodore D. Wilson, of New York,
to be Chief Constructor of the Navy. lu the
House, Mr. Townsend called on tbo Secretary
of the Interior for anv information at com-
mand in regard to Indian outrages in Arizona
incited by the Mormons. Several private
bills were passed, but the bill for the relief of
the children of Geu. James H. Carletonwas
lost The President transmitted a communi-
cation from the Secretary of the Navy, giving
information in regard to the Chiriqui grant.
An adjournment to Monday was taken.
A favorable committee report was made to
the Semite, on the 80tb ult., on the bill for a
public building at Peoria, III Mr. Edmunds
reported favorably the bill to re-establish the
Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims
and for the distribution of the remainder of
the Geneva award. Mr. Ferry introduced a
bill for a water route to facilitate transporta-
tion between Lakes Michigan and Erie.
In the Howe, Mr. Berry introduced a bill to
fix railroad fares at 3^ to 4*^ cents per mile.
Mr. Berry also introduced a bill proposing &
constitutional amendment making any person
holding the office of President of the United
States ineligible for re-election, granting an
annual pension of $6,000 to all ex-
Prexidenu, and making Cabinet officers
ineligible to election to the Presidency for
, Mr. Blaine, having lieen interviewed in Wash-
ington. lias given his version of certain matters
connected with the reigning diplomatic sensa-
tion. He pronounces as false and without
foundation in truth the assertion that Ins in-
structions to Trescott were drafted aud for-
warded without the knowledge of the Presi-
dent, and states thut not only were the in-
structions fully discussed between the Presi-
dent and himself, out alter being written
out they wi-ro no less than twice sub-
mitted to h m lor criticism and change,
and fie has in his possession the original draft
bearing mark i of the modifications desired by
the President. Mr. Blaine recalls the fact that
the President, in his inaugural message, speci-
ficillv referred to Trescott' s mission aud in-
structions. He promptly acknowledges the
right of the President to change his mind mid
reverse any policy previously agreed upon, but
tor himself says he cau see no reason to
take a different view of the wisdom
of the prior course marked out Ho
lears that one result of the change will
be tue utter destruction of the commercial
interests of the United States on the South
Pacific coast lu tne concluding portion of
tbo interview. Mr. Blaine declares that tbo
spoliation of Peru demanded by Chili is equiv-
alent to Uio secession of the eleven States in
rebellion in the years following 1861. and the
loss to the Union of tne Pacific Siufs beside.
“ It amounts," says Mr. Blame, to the whole-
rale destruction o'l a irieudly republic— a de-
struction as complete and as cruel as tbo par-
tition of Poland ’’
PRESIDENT ARTHUR 8 VERSION.
A statement is made, on authority traceable
directly to the Executive Mansion, which con
tradicts the assertions of Mr. Blaine in essen-
tial particulars. It is stated that the President
did not examine or anprove the particular
draft of instructions Kent by Blaine to 'Pres-
cott, and on the subsequent examination of
tbo correspondence was astonished and alarmed
to find that the important modifications or-
dered by him had not been made, and that
the text of the instructions was mch as
to immediately invite, if not to provoke,
a declaration of war by Chill Upon the
discovery of the precise character o: Blaine’s
communication to Trescott the President
directed the telegraphing of counter-in-
stnicUons to ward off the impending mischief,
and with the same object in view Secretary
Frelinghuysen sought an interview with tie
Chilian Minister and gave personal assurances
that the offensive language employed in Tres-
cott’s instructions did not correctly represent
the sentiments of the President regarding tin*
affair with Chili
The President’s desire in the whole matter
was to protect the dignity of the United States
without inviting the hostility of Chili and with-
out endeavoring to act as an aggressive inter-
meddler in the affairs of other countries. The
spirit and letter of Mr. Blaine, if they accom-
plished the one purpose, could not have
done so without inviting the hostility of Chili,
if not open war with that country. This, in
substance, is the statement of those well in-
formed as to the views of the administration,
and it will be seen that this explanation loaves
null a very sharp and well-defined issue with
Mr. Blaine.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Thb aged wife of Gen. Gcor.ge P,
Dorris was murdered near St. Louis, Mo., by
her grandson, Russell Brown, and a companion
named Patrick McGlow. Brown made a fnll
confession that they choked the old lady to
death and stripped the rings from her fingers.
Young Brown is the son of a prominent lawyer
and Prosecuting Attorney in St. Louis county.
The affair creates a great deal of comment, on
account of the position of the parties con-
cerned ..... Fonr men wore drowned at New
Westminister, British Colombia, while trying
to cross a river in a canoe.
The persons arrested for outrages in
the Millstreet district, Dublin, will be charged
with treason and felony.... In Astrakhan 600
fishermen have been drowned by a severe gale.
....Richard Brinsley Kuswles, only surviving
son of the dramatist, James Sheridan Knowles,
is dead.... The bursting of a reservoir in the
ancient city of Calais, France, caused tbo de-
struction of & school-house and two other
buildings, all occupied. Few inmates escaped.
. . . There are said to be plenty of informers
again iu Ireland.
The Anti-Polygamy bill reported by
Senator Edmunds from the Judiciary Commit-
lee strikes out from the shoulder in every di-
rection. It provides for the punishment, of
men in the Territories who marry more than
one woman, or who live with more than on*
woman as wife ; for the punishment of women
who marry men who already have wives ; pro-
vents polygamists from serving ou juries ; dis-
franchises all polygamist*', both meu and women,
and puts Utah for election purposes under the
rule of a commission appointed by the Presi-
dent.
The damage by the recent flood in the
Cumberland valley of Tennessee is estimated
at $500,000. Near Knoxville, on Saturday, the
tallest peak of the Buffalo mountains, having
been undermined by tbo constant rains, fell
from a height of 300 feet, alarming citizens for
a distance of thirty miles.
A young man who came forward at a
revival meeting in New Carlisle, lud., gave his
name as Arthur Thomas, a Cnicago burglar,
and stated that be had nelected two safes to bo
robbed ^hat night, and had strayed into church
to kill 'time. He surrendered his tools, and
accompanied the Sheriff of Whitley county to
Onnas. to be tried for a burglary committed at
that place.
It ha.s been ascertained that Lieut.
McDonald, recently arrested with a party of
Indian scouts at Ascension by one of the Mex-
ican authorities, showed that ho had crossed
the frontier bv permission of the town author-
ities to purchase forage, and was released after
five days’ detention, the arms and property re-
turned, and the Mexicans who arrested them
all placed in jail.
A leading Republican Senator pre-
dicts the failure of the Sherman Funding bill,
for the reason that the rate of interest is too
low to l»c fastened upon the private capital of
the country, and that the situation ns to the
continued bonds is the best possible one.
The death is announced of the Roy.
Henry W. Bellows, the eminent Unitarian
clergyman and author. He was bom in Boston
in 1814, and was nearly 68 years of age.
The Coal of the Country.
Washington, Jan. 30.
The census office has just published a report
on the production of biluminouo coal, from
which it appears the total amount mined iu tho
United States during tlie cousin year 1880 was
42,420,589 tons, of which total 29,842.240 tons
were produced in tho Appalachian coal field.
Allegheny county, Pa., furnished over ouo-
touth. and the States of Pennsylvania, Illinois
and Ohio nearly throe-fourths of the entire
product. Tho average price per ton at the
mine in 1880 was $1.22, while in 1870 it was
$1.92. at a cost of 88 cents. An average of
431 53-100 tons was raised per man aud 16.8 per
ceuLof the year's working time, or about twenty
days per man, was lost in strikes. Sufficient
information was gathered to justify tho as-
sumption that the exhausted fields form but
a very small fraction of the total available
coal rand. Attention is culled to tho fact
that, although the value of Uio product has
fallen, wsges have not correspondingly de-
creased, and the totals prove again nearly a
third of a million dollars annually in favor of
labor. Anthracite product was 286,649,936
tous, nearly all famished by the State of Penn-
sylvania, making the total prodnet of vho
country for the census year 761,066,576 tons.
England produced 746,818,122 tons m the pud*
year. __ _
Tokio, Japan, lias 2,000 pickpockets.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
The Revolt in Herzegovina.
The insurrection which has broken out in
Bosnia aud Herzegovina is very similar in its
incipiency to that which in 1875 led to the war
between Turkey and Russia. The occupation
of these provinces by Austria, which was al-
lowed conditionally by tho Berlin treaty, has
substantially changed to annexation. An-
nexation has been followed by heavy
an 67
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has been let ont to Turkish collectors, whose
methods are always brutal Following upon
the heels of this came the military conscrip-
tion, and this has aroused resistance. Bo far
as Bosnia and Herzegovina are concerned,
Austria can make short work of the in-
surgents ; but the danger is always immi-
nent In too Balkan provinces that an insur-
rection will spread, aud involve Austria in a
war of such large dimensions that tho other
powers may find themselves necessitated to K „ .......
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I on Iho 23d of January. Ho w„
N.O.
WASHINGTON*
The House Judiciary Committee has
voted unanimously against the proposition to
recognize the claims of tho insurance com-
! ThiTpaint; dries Tory rapidly and gets
tiou of s court or commission to have exclusive
jurkdietkm over sil pending claims.
ery hard, but protects the wood excel-
lently.
Obituary.
Hun. Clarkson N. Potter died at New York
born in
handed in an act to repeal the land grants of ! Schenectady, N. Y., in 1825, and graduated at
several of the unfinished Pacific railroads. Uni0Q ̂  (of which hiB grandfather, Rot.
Measures were also presented for toe admission Eliphjllet ̂  wa8 president, and his father,
of Anzona and mafioM States. Tba Consular pjghoo Alonso Potton Vice President) iu 1842, I ..... 3 no w 2 20
and Wp omatto Appropriation bill, setting | Bna * year laUT graduated as a civil engineer j . ........... 18 uo Qin 5o
aside $1,198,530, was reported. j from Kensscnaer Institute, going to Wmcousto INDIANAPOLIS.
I to begin his profession, and whiles resident of Wheat— No. 2 Red. ................ 141 ® 1 <2
hot u»*tA atn.litti law. and was admitted to ! Coax-No. .................... ?? '4 “4
IVrk-M** ........................ 78 00 (-18 26
.... .............................. ® 11 *
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Rod ................ 1 41 $ 1 42
Corn .............................. 63 w U
Oats. .............................. *4 (4 45
DETROI f.
Flour — Choice .................... ? £ ® ™
Corn— Mixed ...................... * J @ JG
Oats— Mixed ....................... 40 (4 4<
Ten Persons at Table.
Flamraarion, in bis latest work, “Les Oath ............_ __ _ the bar. In 1847 he started his career as a
re-elected to tbe Forty-second, Forty-third and • Hoos ..............
Forty-fifth Congresses. 1 Bilep ........ .....
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
singular calculation, which no oue would
believe unless it were susceptible of
mathematical proof, as it is: Ton per-
45 0 48
6 25 $ 6 60
4 OJ H 4 60
3 60 .<14 00
(160 (J 7 3)




The uausin began proceedings bj snnonne-
ing the receipt of several hundred letters,
many of them tender missives from ladies. Ho
then informed the audience that he did not
think it proper that he should accept a Cabinet
office from President Arthur, and that he
would stop Judge Porter should he attempt to
miilftfcd the Jury.
Judge Porter then commenced the closing
argument to the jury for the prosecution. Ho
opened with the remark that thus far the trial
had practically been conducted by the prisoner
and Mr. Bcoville, and every one had been de-
nounced at their will. He proceeded to sketch
the career of ihe assassin as a beggar, a hypo-
crite and a scoundrel, and to depict the horrors
of his enme.
As Judge Porter proceeded with a resistless
torrent of denunciation and invective, the
prisoner occasionally called out : “ That’s a
he l” “ That's absolutely false j" or, “ That ain't
so." Passing in review the principal events of
the prisoner^ life, Judge Porter showed up in
all its hideous deformity the infamous bent of
ms nature. Alluding to his dispute with his
brother, John W. Guiteau, in Boston, where he
struck the latter in the face, Judge Porter
said this was the first and last time this
coward ever struck any one a blow in the face.
His coward h&ud always struck from behind.
After showing who and what was the murderer,
Judge Porter next described his victim, paying
a glowing tribute to the character and services
of the lamented President, and pronouncing a
most touching eulogy, as it were, on his mem-
ory. The claims of’ the prisoner to be a prov-
ing man were considered, and the hollow mock-
ery of the claim shown. Uuitoau angrily
ahouted :
“I pray every night and morning and b'efors
every me»L It you did the same you would be
a better man. You wouldn't be here looking
for blood-money."
“The prisoner says he prayed for fix weeks.
Why, if ho had made up bis mind unalterably
to murder tho President on the 1st of Juno,"
said Judgo Porter, “did ho still continue to
pray down to the very act of murder? "
Guiteau— “I prayed to see if the Lord
wouldn’t let me off from killing him."
“What was he praying for?" continued
Judgo Porter. “ The luan who claimed to have
received divine inspiration himself prepares his
defense in advance for an act to do which he
was divinely inspired. Tho belie vor in inspira-
tion, he would himself alter the inspired book
and substitute for it a book of uia own. That
he did not shoot tho President on the
first occasion," said Judge Porter, "was
due to his coward heart. Had he
done it on that occasion he would have been
torn to pieces, and he knew it On this occa-
sion the President was surrounded by his Cab-
inet and bin friends. His son, not yet strong,
but who would have been urged at such a time
with a God-given strength 10 defend his fatn-
er, was also by bis side, and the assassin's cra-
ven heart failed him and ho said, ‘ Not yet ; at
some other time.' ”
With graphic picturing Judge Porter related
the dogging of the President’s footsteps to the
little ohurdb, the incidents or accidents on each
occasion which bullied him. President Gar-
field’s visit to Secretary Blaine’s house, dogged
by tho assassin, was vividly portrayed.
In tho course of his speech Judgo Porter ad-
verted to the constant interruptions of tho
prisoner, his false claims of sympathy, and
that the press was with him, and said in con-tradiction: .
•‘I have yet to see a single American
newspaper that has one word to say in his
defense.” . „ ...
Bcoville vainly strove to get the ear of the
court, protesting that Judge Porter was exceed-
ing the rules of tho court by such statements.
At length Judge Porter paused, and Bcoville
demanded that he be allowed to make similar
atatemouts in reply.
Judge Porter attempted to go on, but Bco-
ville, reinforced by the clamor of the prisoner,
succeeded in getting the floor, when, with much
excitement, he demanded that his rights, and
he daimedthat he had right*, shonM be re-
spected. He insisted that Judge Porter had
no right to state what the newspapers said or
what they didn’t say, and he desired an excep-
tionlduly noted.
Col. Corkhill insisted that counsel had no
right to object The prisoner had been al-
lowed to state what ho had received in the way
of letters. He had been permitted to read
them, to read extracts from papers and to
make all sorts of statements as to what the
American people and press were saying of him.
Judgo Porter was simply contradicting these
statements.
Judge Cox Intimated that the prisoner was
not allowed to do as charged, but could not be
restrained from doing so.
Bcoville— “ Well, can’t Judge Porter be re-strained?” , , Li
The Judge ruled that the speaker might con-
tradict assertions of the kind made by the
prisoner.
Judge Porter then read from printed evi-
dence several of the more noted examples of
this effort on the part of the prisoner to deceive
the Jury.
FIFTY-SECOND DAY.
As Judgo Porter rose to resume his address,
ho assassin shouted out that two cranks had
oen hanging around the court-room, and if
they undertake to harm him they will bo shot
down. Judge Porter opened by the assertion
that the whole defense has been an imposture.
When ho spoke of the destruction of the notes
of Stenographer Bailey, Mr. Bcoville demanded
to bo heard, and Mr. Reed expressed the opin-
ion that tho court should arrest Judge Porter for
contempt. Allusion having been made to
President Arthur, Guiteau interrupted with the
boast that bis inspiration placed Arthur in the
White House, adding, “And don’t you forgot
it, Judgo Porter." Implying to this taunt from
the prisoner, Judge Porter deecribod him as
slippery as an orange peel, as venomous as a
rattlenake, and, speaking of the act of the
murder, said this was a rattlesnake without a
rattle, but not without fangs.
Judge Porter pointed out the cunning, the
duplicity, the acting of the prisoner since tho
beginning of the trial Referring to the oftrro-
poated assertion that he had sent Garfield pre-
pared to meet his God. and he (Guiteau), too,
was readv to die if God willed it, Judge Porter,
with deliberate emphasis, said: “I do not be-
lieve, in all this assemblage, there is one soul
that contemplates with such abject terror the
possibility of f icing bis Maker as does this
brazen murderer.”
Guiteau whirlea around with the ferocity
of a wild beast and fairly veiled: “ That’s a
miserable lie and you know it, Porter, and you
are an infernal scoundrel ! I hope God Al-
mighty will send for yon soon, both you and
Corkhill. Such a miserable, sneaking whine as
that is 1"
‘•The law,” said Judge Porter, “as it bears
upon this case, w the Supreme Court, and you
are but simply God-made men, under the obli-
gation of a solemn oath to bring in your ver-
dict under tho law and facts." Bumming uo
the question presented by tho case upon which
they were soon to bo called upon to pass, Judge
Porter said: “The first question for you
to consider is: Was tho prisoner insane on the
2d of July? If he was not, the case is at an
end, and your sworn duty is ended. Second,
if you reach that, if he was insane on that day,
was be insane to that degree that on the 2d of
July be did not know that murder was morally
and legally wrong? If ho was not insane to
that d'-greo, vo»aro bound under your oaths
to convict him. Third, if in niter disregard of
his confession under oath you shall find that he
actually and honestly believed that God had
coramnnded him to kill President Garfield, and
jhnt ho was under that delusion, unless yon
!ind the further fact that the delusion disabled
him from knowing such act was morally and
legally wrong, you are bound by your oaths to
convict him. Fourth, if you find such delusion
did not exist : that God commanded him to
do the act, and that tho delusion was tho
solo product of iusauitv, then, and then
only, you can acquit h;m— when you
Unci ho was unable to control his own will—
and jou must remember that under oath he has
sworn he was able to control it, for he said had
Mrs. Garfield been with him at thh depot on
the 2d of Jnlv I would not have shot him.
Fifth, if you find that even though ho was par-
tially insane it resulted from his own maligni-
ty, his own depravity; yet still you are
bound, under the instructions of the court, to
convict him. Sixth, if upon tho whole case
you have no reasonable doubt whether ho was
partially or wholly insane, if you believe that
he knew his act was legally and morally wrong,
you are, under your oaths, bound to convict
him. Tho law is founded upon reason, and it
must not be said that an American jury shall
override law and establish a principle which
will let murder and rape and aroou run not
through the land.
FIFTY-THIRD AND LAST DAY.
Ah usual, Guiteau opened proceedings in
Juror Longlejr’a Story.
Longley, the fourth juror impaneled, In tell-
ing the story of the verdict, said : “ We were
dot long in getting onr verdict ready. We
were fifty minutes absent from the court-room,
anti, half an hour of that time waa taken up in
reading the indictment We took two ballot*.
On the first we stood eleven for conviction and
that a newspaper was found in the room occu-
pied by the jurors, ou which five of them had
written their names. Mr. Bcoville makes the
point* that the verdict was an uncertain one ;
that the trial was unlawfully oxtouded
into the December term of court, and
that the oourt had no jurisdiction of the cause.
The five juror* whose signature* are alleged to
have been found on a newspaper in their room
declare that a forgery has been committed.
to bo instructed. He didnV understand the cbm* of
instructions as to the question of inaanitv thor- I Corkhill remarked to a party of genUomen that
oughly. It only took a moment to satisfy him,
and then, when a ballot was taken, we were unan-
imous for conviction." He was asked if be bad
heard that the public were for a. time fearful
that one of the jurors was going to hang the
jury. Ho said » “Yes, I have heard that since
I loft the court-room. We thought ourselves,
fora while, that one man would stand oat
against all the others, bnt it was only for a
time. We didn’t express any opinions to each
party of gentlemen that
Guiteau will be executed not later than J une 10.
In the Criminal Court at Washington, on the
80th ult, District Attorney Corkhill asked
Judge Cox to fix a day for hearing the argu-
ments for a new trial of Guiteau. Mr. Bcoville
stated the rumors prevalent in regard to news-
papers having been furnished tho jurors, and
asked that the latter be produced in oourt or
their depositions bo taken by a commission.
Friday, Feb. 3, waa fixed for a further hearing,
rominent man in Washington predict*
Mr. Bcoville issued an appeal to the American
court bv announcing : “My sister bos been do-
ing Home sillv talk in Chicago. Bho means
well ; but she's no lawyer.” Judge Porter im-
mediately resumed bis argument.
Reading from the evidence of J. W. Guiteau
and commenting upon it, Judge Porter said of
the prisoner : “ He has two faces.”
Guiteau— “ How many have you got ?”
Judgo Porter— “Ho has two ! aces— one
showing the sanctity of a pharisee, and tho
other the hideous grin of th
tho events of the trial impressed the jury,
particularly the interruptions of Guiteau ana
tho speeches, he said : “It waa all very
tedious. There was so much that was gone
over and over again. The lawyers kept telling
us, day after day. of things we were tired of
hearing. We didn’t mind Gniteau’a interrup-
tions, and we understood that Judge Cox was
giving him liberty so as not to have another
trial As to the spoechee, I think Judge Por-
ter’s impressed the jury the most, but thou
dodo of the lawyers’ speeches had any inllu-
once with us. We made up our minds from
the evidence and from the instructions. Wo
listened to Bcoville with interest He did very
wed, and stood up for Guiteau manfully ; but
he couldn’t make anything out of tho case.
Judgo Cox’s instructions were clear and to the
point Therowasno mistaking them.’’ Longley
people for 12,000 to secure competent coun-
sel to push the movement for a new trial. He
says Guiteau’s mail will hereafter bo dumped
into the Potomac, unopened.
o fiend that pos-
sesses him.” „ ^
Ah he continued to read from J. W. Guiteau h
testimony, relative to his last interview with the
prisoner,' Guiteau continually interrupted with
such comments as: “What I say is always true,
Judge Porter. What you say is generally
false.’’ “ Inever said so.” “ That is absolute-
y false.”
Proceeding, Judge Porter contrasted tho life,
conduct and deceitful practices of tho prisoner
with tho Apostle Paul, in the light of tho
prisoner, s assumption that he, like Paul, was
nonestlv engaged in doing tho Lord’s work.
Paul never palmed off brass watches for gold.
“ Neither did I,-’ spoke Guiteau.
“ Paul never swindled his creditors out of
theii just dues.’’
“ Oh, you are a b'.ood man.” retaliated Gui-
teau. “You belong to the Judas tribe.”
Tho picture drawn by Judgo Porter was any-
thing bnt a lovely one, and provoked tho pris-
oner to the most abusive retorts.
“You’re a liar, and you know it; aud I tell
you so to your face, Judge Porter !” he called
out.
As Judgo Porter continued his arraignment
of tho prisoner, Guiteau winced and nervously
twisted in his seat, and finally drowned the
voice of Judgo Porter, who gave way to his
[clamor. In savage tones he • shouted : “A
saint from heaven couldn’t stand tho abuse of
that man Porter, and I won’t stand it I will
relievo my mind. The idea of this man trying
to make mo out a fighting man, a man of bad
character, and all that It’s a he. and he knows
it He’s a liar, and I’ll call him so.”
Tho interruptions of tho prisoner grow in
violence and frequency till, reinforced by an
objection of Bcoville, tho clamor and din for
the moment resembled a small Babel Bcoville
I finally made himself heard and desired an ex-
i ccption noted to tho statement of the
, const uctic.n put on tho evidence by Judge
Porter. A sharp discussion ensued, during
! which the prisoner made himself heard from
the dock, shouting : “ It’s an outrage for that
man to be allowed to speak. He ought to be
under arrest for his insolence. It has been
nothing but one stream of abuse from him all
morning. It’s enough to provoke a saint from
heave*. It’s a disgrace upon a court of
justice.” , • *
Judgo Porter compared the prisoner to
Wilkes Booth, and showed the latter to bo al-
most a patriot compared with tho cowardly
assassin now on trial. “ For Booth was actuated
by a mistaken motive of patriotism, aud was a
nian of manhood and manliness. But this
sneaking, cowardly wretch, who could plan for
his victim's death and his own safety at tho
same time, murdered his man for revenge and
for notoriety." ......
Guiteau— “ I shot my man in broad daylight-
and don’t you forget it, Porter.”
Pressing tho assertion that Guiteau was actu-
ated bv revenge and a desire for notoriety
Judge 'Porter compared him to a noted
criminal in Europe. “I don’t recall
his name,” said Judge Porter, “but he
said: ‘I am tho ugliest man in Europe,
“l would rather bo tho ugliest man in Eu-
rope and have notoriety than remain in the
ranks of mediocrity.”
For tho next half hour there was one contin-
ual stream of interruptions aud abuse from
the prisoner. A score of times he denounced
Judge Porter as a liar, varying the expressions
as adjectives suggested themselves. His vin-
dictive disposition showed itself as never be-
fore, and for once his cunning was merged into
his angry spite, and, as Judge Porter piled up
an Ossa of invectives upon the Pelion of denun-
ciation, tho prisoner unwittingly emphasized
and corroborated the diagnosis of depravity
and wicked-hoartednoss which counsel wan,
with such telling effect, pronouncing upon him.
“ You know that’s all an absolute, desperate,
wicked, devilish lie,” finally shouted Guiteau,
stammering with rage.
Judgo Porter, in closing, said: “Gentle-
men, the time has come when I must close.
Tho Government has presented its case before
you, and we have endeavored to discharge our
duty to the best of our ability. His Honor has*
endeavored to discharge his. I know you will
bo faithful to your oaths and discharge yours.
Bo discharge it that, by your action,
at least, political assassination shall find no
sanction to make it a precedent hereafter.
Ho who has ordained that human life shall
be shielded by human law from human crime
presides over your deliberations, and the ver-
dict which shall be given or withheld to-day
will be recorded where we all have k> appear.
I trust that the verdict will be prompt, that it
will represent the majesty of the law, your in-
tegrity and the honor of the country ; and that
this trial, which has so deeply interested all
the nations of the earth, may result in a warn-
ing (to reach all lands) that political murder
shall not be used as a means of promoting
party ends or political revolutions. I trust
also the time shall come in consequence of tho
attention that shall be called to the considera-
tions growing out of this trial when, by an in-
ternational arrangement between tho various
Governments, tho law shall be so strengthened
that political assassins shall find no refuge on
the face of the earth."
Judge Cox then proceeded to charge the'
jury. He mstructed them to pay no heed to
the statimeuts made by the prisoner as to
public sentiment in his case, the only question
being that of guilt or innocence. The
jury spent thirty minutes in reaching a
verdict of guilty. Tho assassin passed
the time in a small waiting-room,
and predicted his acquittal When brought
back to tho dock he showed unusual pallor, but
no nervousness. When the verdict was an-
nounoed, he cried out: “My blooa wifi
be upon the heads of that jury, and
don’t you forget it" The audience
shouted itself hoarse in approval of
the conviction. Mr. Bcoville at onee gave
notice of a motion for a new trial Guiteau
said: “God will avenge this outrage. Judge
Cox paid the highest compliment to the jaij.
When the assassin was pnt in the van the
crowd hooted until he was out of sight
was asked what his personal opinion of Guiteau
was. He replied : “ I think he is a fanatic, but
he is morally responsible for his actions.
have known lots" of people who were fanatics,
and they imagined all sorts of strange things.
But they knew when they were doing what was
wrong, and were accountable for it Wo heard
a great deal about moral depravity during tho
trial aud about illusions. I have met some
wicked people, aud they have nad all
sorts of illusions ; but if they killed
& man I would have held them re-
sponsible. Guiteau may imagine thiugs,
but our instructions wore, if wo thought he
know the nature of his act, to bring nim in
guilty, aud wo did so.” Longley was asked
what effect tha statements made by Guiteau
that the press and public were on his side bad
upon the jury, and answered : “They made
no impression upon us. We knew ho was not
telling the truth any more than when ho said
ne had received a check for $25,000.” In con-
clusion, Longley said: “ Guiteau's prophe-
cies have not come out true. He said that
the Deity would clear him, if to do so
would necessitate the taking away of a Jury-
man. We all lived, and we didn’t clear him.
fie wished for I have no doubt, but none of
died, although oue or two of us were quite
sick at times.”
Mr. Longlev also said that the jury were very
tired after their ten weeks of seclusion without
books, papers or company, and for his part he
didn’t want another such trial. Interviews have
been had with other jurora, and they tell simi-
lar stories.
MICHIGAN NEWS.
How Hr*. Garfield Received the Now*
of the Verdict.
A Cleveland dispatch states that Mr*. Gar-
field and the dead President’s aged mother
were at home when the first intimation came in
the shape of a dispatch from Capt Henry at
Washington. When a reporter called, throe
hours later. Mrs. Garfield was quite quiet and
composed, but said that she had nothing to say
in the hue of comment for tho public. It is
said that she has road no report of the trial,
aud has kept the subject as much out of mind
as possible.
A Cleveland journal, one of whose editors
called ou Mrs. Garfield after the receipt of the
news, says: “The finding of me jury
waa immediately telegraphed from Wasu-
ington to the family of the dead
President. The widow and the mother of
th* illustrious victim had anticipated no other
result. They oould not bring themselves to be-
lieve that justice would fail to overtake the
vile reptile whose infamous deed had ovor-
whelmed them with grief. But they are women
whose hearts are too full of sorrow to have
room for revengeful foelings, and the news of
the eonvictionof Guiteau comes to them rather
as the vindication of natural justice than as the
avenging of personal wrongs. They do not see
how the reeult of the trial could have been
different They accept it as a foregone con-
clusion and more important to tbe public, who
will have other President* to guard and protect,
than to themselves, whose great stay and re-
liance waa as causelessly taken from them."
LIVING ON HUMAN FLESH.
Horrible Detail* of Ihe Crimea i
Beckwith, of Alford, Hnse.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 30.
It is now believed that the murder of Simon
A. Vamlercook, near tho town of Alford, this
State, a few weeks ago was tho result of the
cannibalistic longings of a powerfully built man
of fine personal appeoranco named Beckwith
between 55 and 60 years of ago, and weighing
something over two hundred pounds. On the
day when tho constable and posse broke into
Beckwith's but Borne Biciening sights were
presented. In the stove were discovered
the head, feet and one hand of a human body,
charred and blackened by fire. In an adjoin-
ing room wan found tho rowt of tho hotly, tho
trunk split through, several ribs split off, and
tho entrails taken out and lying in a basket
near by. Great tdiccs of flesh had been cut
from the ai ms and legs, and there were evi-
dences of a ghastly and fiendish purpose hav-
ing l)oen completed.
The theory ih, and it is said to lie well founded,
that Beckwith is a cannibal It is thought he
intended to eat a portion of Vandorcook's body,
tho liver of the victim having been found in Ins
frying-pan and a ]>ortion of it gone. Tho mur-
derer had also, it is said, washed his victim’s
remains ami otherwise prepared them for
Halting down in a barrel, to serve for a supply
of food during the winter. That Beckwith’s
stomach was not too fastidious for this sort of
diet would seem to bo implied by the remark of
a stage-driver ttiat Beckwith ate one of
bin bor-es that died from disease early this
winter."
Borne of the people of Alford say they have'
beard the murderer boast that ho had eaten
human flesh in Australia, and that ho could do
it again, if necessary. It is called to mind that
an old lady, named Mrs. Willsbv Pick, went
berrying on the mountains in tho vicinity of
Beckwith's cabin several years ago, and lias
never ribco been seen. At tha time of her dis-
appearance 100 men made search for her. Now
Beckwith's recent crime gives color to a sus-
picion that ho also murder, d this woman, and,
perhaps, ate portions of her flesh.
When Beckwith was last in Great Barrington,
a few weeks ago, bn inquired of one of
the butchers whether the latter wished to pur-
chase some pork. When tho cabin was reached,
soon after tho murder, no pork or other pro-
visions of any account could be found, and the
startling query now raised among those pos-
sessed of vivid imaginations is whether he in-
tended to sell human flesh as pork. Beckwith’s
cabin has been burned, and it is reported that
there has been found beneath the rubbish a
subterranean passage, in which it is thought




Th* House CommBtee on Census has virtual,
ly agreed to increase the number of Represent-
atives from tho State of Dlinols from twenty to
twenty-one, which will make tho total number
of Representatives 820 instead of 319,
as proposed by the McCord bill The
apportionment to each State under the bill
is: Alabama 8, Arkansas 5, California
5, Colorado 1, Connecticut 4, Delaware 1,
Florida 1, Georgia 10, Illinois 21, Indiana 13,
Iowa 11, Kansas 6, Kentucky 11, Louisiana ̂
Maine 4, Maryland 6, Massachusetts 12, Michi-
gan 11, Minnesota 5, Mississippi 7, Missouri 14,
Nebraska 3, Nevada 1, New Hampshire 2, New
Jersey 7, Now York 34, North Carolina 9, Ohio
21, Oregon 1, Pennsylvania 10, Texas 10, Ver-
mont 2, Virginia 10, West Virginia 4, Wiscon-
sin 8. _
A Washington correspondent says the Ap-
There is a case of small-pox in tho
ail at Marshall. '
The walls of the newtrity hall at Mus-
tegon are nearly finished.
Snow fifteen inches deep in the up-
per part of the Au Sable valley.
The Detroit public library has 42,113
hooks aud 316,901 cash balance.
Three saw-milk ore being built at
Muskegon this winter costing in the ag-
grdgate upward of $100,000.
Dubino the past year the police de-
partment have recovered fill per cent,
of the property stolen in Detroit.
Huron county patriots arc reported to
be going in for an appropriation from
Congress to clear out the Pinnepog
river.
Adelaide Griswold, aged 15, at
Stanton, went into the pantry in the
dark and took what she supposed to be
a pinch of sulphur. It was arsenic, and
she died.
J. A. Taber, formerly proprietor of
the Biddle House, Detroit, has turned
his fruit farm, on the Gratoit road, into
a flower farm, and now has 3,000 rose-
bushes in bloom.
The State Salt Inspector proposes to
enforce the rule prohibiting packing of
salt during the winter season, and some
Bay City manufacturers ore making a
decided kick.
A citizen of West Bay City has
signed an agreement to be one of twenty
stockholders to grade and prepare tho
proposed Alpena aud Freeland railway
for the rolling stock.
The Methodists of Michigan contem-
plate the erection of an observatory for
tho use of their college at Albion. It
will require $10,000, which is to be
raised m $100 subscriptions. About
half is already pledged.
John Meloy, who keeps a grocery
and bar at Pontiac, and is also a City
Alderman, was arraigned before Justice
Fitzpatrick charged with selling spirit-
ous liquor ou Sunday. The jury pro-
nounced him guilty. Fined $50 aud ten
days in jail. Decision appealed.
I) Saginaw Herald : G. Foster, on the
Flint river, is authority for saying that
the new town line road to Flint river is
opening up a largo trade from that sec-
tion of country. Fully 300 teams yet
day cross the iron bridge over the Flint,
all bound with farm prouuce to this city,
Louie S. Burlingame, aged 8, at
Kalamazoo, fell aud struck the back of
his head while skating. At tlrst it did
not seem injured much, but in a few
days he began to droop. Then he lost
his hearing, in a few days more his
speech, and then ho suflered dreadfully
till he died.
An Au Sable paper says: “ The deer
are not near as pleufiful in our woods
as they were two years ago. There is
too much slaughtering of them going on
in violation of law. Many of our lumber-
men openly abet this violation by hiring
men to kill deer for their camps, giving
them 3 cents per pound.
Muskegon News and Reporter : Be-
side the enormous increase in build-
ing and public improvements in
this city the past year, we are pleased to
have the assurance of the merchants
that there has been a corresponding in-
crease in trade. There is not a firm but
says their business has largely in-
creased.
How The Verdict Wae Received.
The verdict of the jury was received with
great satisfaction throughout tho country. A
salute of fifty guns was fired at Madison, In<L
In Detroit, Mich., when the audionoe in the
opera-house applauded the verdict, one fellow portionment bill agreed upon by the House com-
hissed and was promptly thrown out^ of thq mittoo <4ia cunnjngiy contrived to obtain tho
tot “u united .upport of thobl.Btata.of No* York.
,ty. A London dispatch _ Pennsylvania, Ohio aud Illiuolo, hftvluK » total
roicL but »re oer- I vote (if ninety-nine in tho Home. To thi.
number must be added Iowa with nine vow*,
Health In Nllehlffan.
Reports to the State Board of Health,
Lansing, by fifty -three observers of dis-
eases in different parts of the State, show
causes of sickness during the week end-
ing Jan. 21, 1882, as follows :
the newspapers not only express on
taffi^/Vil]0 approvLi, Bco- I number must be aaaoa lowawiui uuao
ville savs the result was no surprise to him Massachusetts with eleven, Michigan with nine,
X S‘Chd ~“„f Judge Oox. John | “^^n^
Georgia with nine, all of which gain one momW. Guiteau still believes tho assassin insane,
but sees no escape from exeention.
ber each, between 307 (Mr. Cox’s number)
and 320, which is the number agreed
upon by tbe House committee. But
it is not conceivable that the 320 bill will get
through tho Senate without amendment It
deprives Rhode Island, Florida and California
of a member each. The whole Democratic vote
The Auaaaln I«*ues Another Address*
On the day after his conviction Guiteau, the
assassin, sent to the pres* another “ addres* to
the American people,” in which he arraigns the
character of the jurors, especially charging i - be cart YgYmst it in the Senate, and the
that they were not “ high-toned, Christian gen- ̂  b)lcau ̂ nators from Rhode Island and
Women,* and therefore did not appreciate the | Ca(jfornia ̂ 11 not agree to it A not improba-
ble solution of tho question is the passage of
the present bill with an amendment giving an
extra member each to Rhode Island, Florida
and Caliloruia."
dea of inspiration
He denies the authority of the donrt
which tried him, relies upon the Deity,
bnt, as usual, make* a demand for
money. He look* for a reversal of the
verdict by the court in banc. The fol-
lowing i* the closing portion of the assassin's
blasphemous screed: __ — —
“lam God's man in this matter, just as truly
Anti-Polygamy.
•• i UOU h uiau m -. — « . A large mass meeting, to express abhorrence
asthedespisedGaliilecan was God's man. 'They 0f the great crime of polygamy, and protestS? Ntatot IU further tolonmo. under the ta*. of
quaintances to kill Him. But Hu death stirred the United states Government, was held at
tue wrath of tho JAlmighty, and He got Farwell Hall, Chicago. Hon. Thoms* Hoyn*
even with them forty yeara later at the de- p^j^ed, and the Hon. Schuyler Colfax wa*
rtr.r*dhTir^.o' I the ehief^er. He urged to meeting to
nair of my head is harmed. God will
v)
f
DittOMH in' Order V Grralnt
Area






1 Iheumatlim ................. 39 74
2 3ronobltla .................... 87 70
3 SciirulKlu ................... 35 M
4 louiuuipllou, of lung* ...... • 34 64
5 Intermittent lover ............ 33 62
0 1 onsUltl* .................... 82 60
7 ('neumnnla .................. 29 56
8 Influenza ................... 23 43
U Remittent fever .............. 21 40
10 Dllilitlicru. .................. 21 40








13 Typhoid fever (enterie) ...... 14 26
14 Ervalpelaa ................... 11
15 Scarlet fever ................. 9
1« Whooping-cough ............. V IT •
17 Membranoua croup ........... 9 IT
18 Meaalca ...................... 7 13
19 Inflammation of bowcli ...... T 18
20 Simple croup ................. 6 9
21 Small-pox ...................
22 Cholera morbiiM. ............. 4 8
23 Puerperal fever .............. 3 6
24 Chicken-pox., a .............. 2
•25 Dysenteiy ...................
20 Curebro-npiual moliIngltlH. ... 2 4
27 Pharyngitis .................. 1
1
9
23 iudigeetlon ................... 3
25 Allumiuurla ................. 1 3
'JO Jaundice ..................... 1 3
31 paoriasls ..................... 1 3
32 Hysteria ..................... 1
1
3
33 rtyuovttla .......... .... ..... 3
3< Gangrene ................... 1 3
3.1 Laryngitis ................... 1 3




3) Inflammation of brain ...... 1 2
resolve that the national law shall be obeyed,
tiWuly. Vmay die* dozen times before then ; so I dressed the meeting. Beeoltttion* were
I have no trouble about that. I shall not go adopted °f ^hu the noww
before my time. I had rather be hung, so far m meeting that Congrew hu the j»wer,
!fnd inspiration vindicated. To that end Ineed <*<” HubUrd pwWdsd attbe »nti-r«tygamy
help, as herein mentioned. My friend* need meeting at 8L Paul, at re^^Mwjre
not bo ashamed of me. Borne people think I paw'-d "Hluug Longress to c^frauchiao
am the greatest man of this age, and that my I in Utah.
name will go into history as a patriot by the
side of Washington and Grant "
Applying for n Now Trial.
Mr. Bcoville appeared in the Criminal Court
at Washington Jan. 28, and filed paper* on
which he Uses his motion for a new trial F.
H. Snyder and J. W. Guiteau made affidavit*
Arm » severe earthquake it has
been observed that many heavy bodies,
such as obelisks and chimneys, have
more or less rotated. One explanation
is that the center of friction of the base
does not coincide with the geometrical
For the week ending Jan. 21, 1882,
the reports indicate that tonsihtis, in-
termittent fever, membranous croup and
rheumatism considerably increased, and
scarlet fever, erysipelas, inflammation of
the bowels and cerebro-spinal meningitis
considerably decreased in area of preva-
lence.
Gases of small-pox were reported as
follows : Twelve at Leesburg, in Prai-
rie Roads township, Kalamazoo county,
Jan. 19; six at Geneva, Van Boren
county, Jan. 16, believed to have been
brought from Chicago ; seven (convales-
cent) at Bay City, Jan. 23 ; two (new) at
Grand Rapids, Jan. 23 ; two at Detroit,
Jan. 23; one (a tramp from Grand Bap-
ids) at Marshall, Jan. 21 ; one (new) at
Monroe, Jan. 16; also in Menominee
county, Jan. 23, and at Escanaba, Delta
county, for the week ending Jan. 14.
Henry B. Bakib,
Secretary.
U»snr*, Mich. Jin. 3T. 1881
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
6 aid hd ay, February 4. 1882.
A NEW gHIP CANAL.
Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
Count".
For the weekending Jan. 18, 1882.
Mr. Willi?, of Battle Creek, has work*
ed faithfully and long to bring his plan of
a ship canal across the State of Michigan
before the proper committee— on railways
and canals— of our present Congress.
Under the date of the S-fth of January he
writes from Battle Creek, to the AVtgan
Journal, as follows:
“I have just hud a second hearing before
the committee on railways and canals,
which consists of Townsend of Ohio,
Dwight of New York, Cambell of Penn-
sylvania, Schultt of Ohio, Lord of Michi-
gan, Brewer of New Jersey, Kenna of
West Virginia, Wise of Pennsylvania,
Chalmers of Mississippi, and Uoblltzell of
Maryland, as flue a committee of gentle-
men as I have ever seen, all practical men.
They will, on Monday pext, report my
bill for a ship canal survey from Sauga-
tuck to Detroit via Allegan and the Kal-
amazoo river route, allowing $10,000
instead of $7,000 as the old hill was. The
committee is solid for my bill. So wc
have the inside track as to the routes. In
six weeks we will show that your village
of Allegan will he made a port of entry.
Her commanding position for boat build-
ing will give employment to hundreds of
• men, which will in turn make a home
market for all the farmers around. Judge
Henry W. Lord, congressman from De-
troit, and western Michigan’s United
States senator, Hon. Thomas W. Ferry,
are hacking this ship canal project up, and
they mean business every lime. I hope to
have for our canal project a solid vote in
the Michigan delegation, with perhaps
one exception, as well as the vote of all
the western states. In fact there will be
noopbosition that amounts to anything
that I can learn. Mr. Roberts of the Penn
sylvania Central railway informs me that
no sale has been made to any parties of
any part of the road bed of the Mansfield,
Cold water, & Michigan railway. The
charter and franchises of this company are
owned by the Pennsylvania Central, and
there is every prospect now of its early
construction if the present good business
conditions of the country continue. Please
•pread this news among the readers of
your valuable paper, which early chain-
plotted this ship canal project, as it has
every other leasible scheme of internal
improvement.”
It seems plain to us that Mr. Willis has
not lost sight of the beuefits to be derived
of such a canal by the city of Battle Creek,
and to gel there, takes Allegan and Sauga-
tuck by the arm. We^admit the feasibil-
ity of the plan, and the readiness of quite
a number of “ logs” to be “ rolled” in the
boom. Before we proceed with our criti-
cism of the plan, we wish our contempo-
raries to understand that wherever it is to
be built, m sincerely hope it will be con-
itruded.
Glancing at the map, however, we still
think, as we did years ago, that many
more miles would be saved, both in thq
aggregate distance, and in the perils cl
crossing Lake Michigan, to have the em
trance of the canal at St. Joseph than’’
further north.
Next, if it is sufficiently economical to
come as far north as Saugatuck with the
mouth of the canal, we would deem Hol-
land harbor a thousand times more fitted
for such an object. The eight miles
further north ol Holland harbor could
hardly be claimed an objection, and the
necessity of having a large deep water re-
ceiving — basin, such as Macatawa Bay
( Black Lake) affords, is something so
strong in its favor, that to attempt to fur-
nish the same accommodation at Sauga
tuck would Involve millions of dollars.
Next, from here via Grand Rapids, (the
second city of the State) who has been
clamoring for water communication by
sailing vessels and steamboats,— the canal
would be just as short and accommodate
just as many trade centers, and would cer-
tainly be able to bring as much influence
to bear on Congressional committees as
Battle Creek and Allegan combined.—
They understand '* log-rolling" also.
We would suggest that the Grand Ha-
ven papers, who arc published at the home
of Senator Ferry, give us their idea about
Grand River as a canal to Detroit.
The well-known author of “ Medical
Common Sense,” Dr. N. B. Wolfe, of
Cincinnati, O., has just published a new
book, called "More light about the house
we live in!” which is attractively Ulus
trated, and abounds In "plain talk, but
true," against swallowing drugs into the
stomach, for any disease of the nose,
throat, or lungs. It is a wholesome little
volume to read, and should be in the
bands of every subscriber to this paper,
but especially those who have any trouble
in their head, their throat, or their lungs.
8end 10 cents to the Doctor, and get a
copy of it free by return mail. Address
as above. ______ _
Forty years experience has stamped
public approval on Ayer’s Cherry Pector-
al as the most reliable of all remedies for
Throat or Chest diseases. Its continued
and increasing popularity Is conclusive
evidence of Us superior curative qualities.
This list includes only such as seem to
be bona Jfcfc »a)es, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small, not given.
Helen L Ilprlbnt et al to Oartle Stoddard, (I acres
In east part sec 2tt— 7— 16. |500.
Artemiss.i Gardner to Charles K Micham.all in-
terest in land on a side Water st, sec. 10—7—13.
$51.0.
Baraev Van Patten A wife to Charles R. Mlchatn,
all right title and interest to Steele's Estate on
sec.7— 7— 18. except red house and lot on bank
of river. $.’)00.
Charles R. Mlcham and wife to Richard Eastman
Gardner, all right, title and Interest In Steete’a
estate on n side of water at on sec 7-7— 13. $1000.
Jacob Shiftier and wife to Edward Field, e # u e
* n w * sec 29-9-13. $350.
Cornelia lie Jonge and wife to William Pycock, u
X lot 6 Allng’a add, Zeeland. $650.
Georire M. Miller and wife to Michael Kepplcrn
# a e n w X sec 29-9—18. $250.
George S Leland and wife to Julius Muvhlbradt,
lot ttifi. Grand Haven. $1200.
Frances Lilleyand wife to William Lowe, lots 5 and
8 in hlk 10. Barher'a add. Spring Lake. $!G0.
Hcndrikus van do Streek ami wile to hbel Uekker,
20 acres in w # n w see 27-5- 13. $823-
Klaus Hulst and wife to Jan J. K. Boes, n frl X n
frl W n w * sec 1-5-15. $1850.
Jan J. K. Boes and wife to Hederlk M. Dekker, a
7-10 «r n w K s w see 14— 5-15. $480.
Jan J. K. Boes and wife to Jan 11. Jekel, s a e 3^
se^ sec 15-5-15. $900.
Henry Reynolds and wife to Joel A Walters ct al,
lot 10 hlk 1, Thomas Wataon’a add. Cooperavllle.
$150.
Albert Lawton and wife to Peter Devuyat, part n e
3* acc 23-8-14. $00.
Mary E Squier to Mary E Cleland, lots 7 and 9. and
part lots 8 and 10 hlk B, A U El. la’ add. Coopt rs
vide. $220.70.
Martin Blackford to Eliza Blackford, e a e sec
9-6-13. $1000.
Uriah H. Joslln to George W. Joalin, o # e V4 a w
X sec 84—6—16. $100.
Frank Lozo and wife to Tieraen Kort, s e K n w 3tf
sec 16-6-13. $1875.
George Troll and wife to Henry Rosenberg. 10
acres In sec 28— 9— 13. $750.
James Ryder to Mary A. Ryder, c 50 ft hlk 34. and
part lot 11 hlk 34. Holland. $1123.
Gerrlt Jan Berghorst to Antony Verbulat. part e X
e X sc X sec 13—5 — 15. $(>(H).
The most sacred obligation is the mar-
riage contract. The most sacred duty i9
to maintain one’s health. The best modi
cine is Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Florida lemons have not general y
found favor in eastern markets, owing to
their large, thick skins and inferior flavor.
A few individuals, however, who believed
the soil of Florida adapted for the culture
of that fruit as well as oranges, have been
experimenting with lemon seedlings im-
ported from Sicily and Messina, and
planted them, it is claimed, with perfect
success.
PRINOIPAU-UNE
The SHORTEST, QUICKEST and
And all^v^jj^BEST line to 8t. Joseph,
points In IowO»^^J>s*Atch!Bon, Topeka, Dent-
^,eb^aaka.Ml88ourl.Kan!*V^/^si?n, 0,1
saa, New Mexico, Arizona. MoSssTJfew veston,
tana and Texaa.
A Large and Fine
IsTIEW stock:
— OF —
Jlila Route has noauperlor for Albert
__ , , ^ 'a. Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Unlvcraal-^'iC^jg^r^ Nationally reputed aa
ly conceded to the Graat
be the belt equipped ̂ ^MV^JhroughCar
Railroad in the World for Lint





sale at all offices In
the U. S. and









-- Just received at --
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
A Complete assortment of Children^ ami Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, amt n full line of
Ladles’ and Gentlemen's Wear,
-- :o:-
CALL AND SEE US.
E.HEROLB.
Holland. Mich.. Sept. 1,1880.
about Rates of
Fare. Sleeping Cars.
etc , cheerfully given by
$|)«Uti JtlOUCi*.
52-1 1
Thu United Stated marshal sale of booiF,
shoes and clothing, 04 and 60 Canal street,
is fast approaching its close. The stock
is decreased every Gay, for everybody is
trying to purchase while there is a well se-
lected stock on hand. As soon as the
slock passes the hands of the marshal no
one can ever get the same goods at 40 per
cent, of each dollar. 02— tf
T. j POTTER. PERCEVAL LOWELL,
3d Vice Prts't A Gen'l Manager, Gen. fast. Jfft.,
Chicago. 111. Chicago, 111.
Order of Publication.
nr ATE OF MICHIGAN: The twelfth Judicial






Salt pending in the Circuit Court for the county
of Ottawa, in chancery at Grand Haven on the
Ninth day of January. A. U. 1882. In thi* caune
it appearing by affidavit on flle that the defendant
Henry S. Seivig ia not a resident of this Slate, but
resides within the United States, to-wit: in the
State of Ohio. On motion of Wm. tt. Parks, sol-
icitor for said complaiuant.it is ordered that the
said defendant cause his appearance to be entered
herein within four months and four days from the
date of this order, and in case of his appearance
he cause his answer to the complainant's hill of
complaint to be filer, and a copy thereof to be
served on said complainant's solicitor, within
twenty days alter service on him of a copy of said
hill and no- ice of this order, and that in default
thereof said bill to be taken as confessed by said
non resident defendant. And it is further ordered
that within twenty days the said complainant
cause a notice of this order to he published in the
Holland City News, a newspaper published and
circulating in suid Countv, and that such publica-
tion be continued therein at least once In each
week for six weeks in succession, or that she cause
a cony of this order to be personally served on
said non resident defenda.it, at least twenty days
before the time above prescribed for his appear-
ance.
DAN J. ARNOLD,
Wm. II. PAMta. draiit Judge.
Solicitor for Complainant. 50-7w
Dr. F. J. Bchoutcn will be home on
Thursday next, February 9lh from 2 to 3 m pmuani s uucuur, nnum
R M. for Hie purpose to vaccinal* by the
European and less pain! ul method. Pure
vaccine always on hand.
DR. TOWNS will return to the City
Hotel, March 1st, for a few days, jvhere
he will make the treatment of chronic dis
eases a specialty. Consultation free and
confidential. 52-tf
Important to Travelers.
Special inducements are offered you by
the Burlington Route. It will pay you to
read their advertisement to be found else-
where in this issue. 52— ly.
FOR SALE.
A beautiful COCKEREL— pure Par-
tridge Cochin. Apply at this office.






How Lost. How Restoip!
Jnst published, a now edition of Dr. CUl
WELL’S Celebrated KsSay on the radical
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, I
tary Seminal Lossea, Impotency, Mental ol
steal Incapacity, Impedimenta to Marrii
also, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, in
self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, ‘
The celebrated author, tn this adralrr
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty yea
ful practice, that the alarming cor**
self-abuse maybe radically cured; r
a mode of cure at once simple, certain
at, by means of which every sufffl"
what his condition may be. may
cheaply, privately, and radically.
This Lecture should be tn
every youth and every man tn the It
Sent under seal, in a plain envoi
dress on receipt of six cents or twoAddress _c.
The Onlverwell Medical Co.,

















because we are going to
Leave Town.
DR. J. B. MARCHISI,
UTICA. N.Y., _ ____
Discoverer of DR. MARUHISF8
UTERINE CATHOLICON.
A POCITIVE CORE FOR FEMALE COMPlAIHTp.
This remedy will art in Imfmony with tbo po-
malo system at nil times, and al<o immediately
upon the alxlominal and uterine musclci, and re-
store them lo a healthy nnd strong condition.
Dr. Marchtsl'fl Uterine Catholicon will cure fail-
in'' of the womb, Lucorrliffia, Chronic Inflamma-
tion and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding. Painful, Suppressed
and Irregular Menstruation, Kidney Complaint,
and is especially adapted to the Change of Life.
Send for pamnhlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Address ns nto™- „„„
FOR SAIiE BY AIJ. DRUGGISTS.
Price 81.60 per bottls. Be sure and ask fot
Dr. Marchisl's Uterine Cathollcon. Take no other.
For Sale by 3D, IR. XwtEENOS.





B. T. WMNE, Assignee.
Holland, Jan. 25, 1882. 33-0m
WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
1 1 is a positive and eflectnal remedy for all Nerv-
ous Diseases in every stage of life-young or old,
male or female. Such as Impotency, Prostration,
loss of Strength Jon* of Vitality, Defective Mem-
ory, Impaired Brain Power, nnd diseases from
which an unnatural waste of life springs, all of
which cannot fail to undermine the whole system.
Every organ Is weakened, every power prostrated,
and many lormk of disease are generated which,
If not checked, pave the way to au cany death. It
rejuvenates age aud relnvlgorate* youth.
Each package contains sufficient for two weeks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with full particulars.
bold by ah Druggists at 50 cents a package, or
twelv • packages for $5.00. Will be sent free by
mall on receipt of money, by addressing
WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO.,
A Cure Guaranteed. Buffalo, N. Y.




For Man and Beast.
We will pay the above reward for any case of
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we cannot care. It will
relieve any case of Diphtheria or Croup Instantly.
Will cure Thrash and Scratches on horses, and
will remove all pains, soreness or lameness from
Ring bone. Spavin, Splint or Curb, and remove
any unnstqral growth of bone or muscles from
mao or beast. See circulars. Price one dollar per
b0ttl°' ARMY A NAVY LINIMENT CO..
51 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
II. Walmi, Agent, Holland, Mich.
Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas,
Pimples and Face Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tet-
ter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss of Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indi-
gestion, Biliousness, Dyspep-
sia and General Debility.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitten will sathfjr the
mo«t (keptical that it it the Greatest Blood Purifier on
eanh. Sold tiy medicine deaien every • here.
Directions in eleven languages. Pkicb, Ji-oo.
jfOSTER, MILBIUN 4CQ,, Prop’i, Buffa’o, N.Y
PREVENTED AND CURED
by he use of
Biomo-Chlorahm
Used in Hospitals of New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Chicago, New Orleans, and
other Cities.
Patients should be sponged with it. according to
directions, several times a day. The virus of the
disease is by this nreans neutralized, and contag-
ion is prevented; pit-marks are also prevented.
Sold by all Druggists. Send for a phamphlet.
Bromo Chemical Company,
50-5w 24 Liberty Street. New York City.
HI ALL’S
Catarrh Cure
Is recommended by Physicians,
SlOO REWARD
For a case it fails to cure.
We manufacture and sell It with a positive
guarantee that it will cure any case, and wc will
lorfeit the above amount If II fails in a single in-
stance.
It is unlike any other Uathrrh remedy, as It la
taken Internally, acting upon the blo«d. If yon
are troubled with this distressing disease, ask
your Druggist for It, and accept no Imitation or
substitute. If he has not got it, send to us and
we will forward immediately. Price 75 cents per
bottle.
F.J. CHENEY & CO Joledot Ohio.
IF. n. J0SL1N, It. D. BEST.
JOSLIU & BEST,
Don’t you forget It.
That the best and cheapest place to buy
your
Cirpets, llm Wets,
Camp Chairs, Parlor Suits,
EASY CHAIRS, and a general line ol
Furniture
is at MEYER, BROUWER & CO.,46-2m River Street.
Young Men and Women Will not or.ly ante mon-
ey hut valuable time tn the future by attending the
Grand Rapids Bu-iness College, where they wilt
receive a Thorough, Quickening. Practical educa-
tion. Send lor (.’ollegeJonrnal.
$2
Watches. 8t«m wtn<1«sfc.S». WhllvmeUl HontlnrCss*
|5. Imitation (old)*- Bolldirol'Ull Cheapest and beat






having tried in vain
covered a simple self
to hia fellow-sufli
i, which he will send FREI
__ _ rerert, address J. H. REEVES^
is C hatham Nt., N. Y.
-A-ITID DEALERS IN’
Clocks, Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-
ranted. .
We Invite all our old Colony friends, whq happen
to visit Grand Rapids, and all our old and new
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at onr new place of business, and examine
onr stock. We shall be happy to see them at any
time.
No. 132 MONROE ST.
Near the Cor. of South Division St.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880. 43-ly
United States Marshal Sale.
The entire stock of Boots and Shoes, also Men’s, ^ ouths and Bo)g
Clothing, at the BOSTON STORES
Nos. 64and66CanalSt,Brand Rapids,
Afust be closed out at once, regardless of coat, in order to settle up
the estate.
By order of the ASSIGNEE.
Grand Rapids, Mich., January 10th, 1882.




Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars, Jackets
and all kinds of cloaking, Plush Velvet, Satin Silk
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moireantique,
Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and Colors.
Silk & Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery. Ger-
mantown Yarn, Canvas, Embroidery Silk and Hair Goods.
L. & S. TAN DEN BERGE,
E TO- PITH STREET • • ! “ HOLE AN DLL N  **"r^T*
JOTTINGS.
Tire ice hurratt Is complete.
With this number the Tenth Volume of
this paper is completed.
Wk rstimnte that more ice has been har-
vested this winter than usual.
Mr. II. Boone has gone to Illinois to
purchase one or two car loads of hrfrses.
Miss Fanny Rankins, who has been
home on a visit, is again at her post of
duty, in her father’s music store.
A grand Masquerade hall on the 10th
inst.
Our Common Council is on the right
track. They are going to Muskegon to in-
vestigate about water works, as a Commit-
tee of the Whole.
Thk interest in skating seems to be re-
viving. During the past few days quite a
number of old skaters put in an appearance
again, and many young folks keep it up
untill 10 P, M.
A RAii.-sPLlTTiCR in Alamance county,
Virginia, found twenty pieces of gold in
a log which be was splitting the other day.
The treasure was concealed in an augur
hole, and the tree had grown over it.
During the past twelve months $840,000
have been Invested in real estate in Seattle,
W. T. In the same time three thousand
feet of sewer have been put in, and about
a mile and a half of standard sidewalk
laid.
Tim water works project is well re
ceived by the irntjoniy of our people—
especially those who know the danger ol
fires, and'who know that the reduction (d
insurance premiums would more than
cover their water tax.
Thk Macatawa Park Association has re-
ceived several offers of men who wish to
run a bout from the city l«> the Park dur-
ing the summer. Some of the offers come
from Buffalo, N. Y. It is not known yet,
who the lucky man will be.
The arrangements are all completed for
the masquerade party on next Friday eve-
ning, with every prospect of its being a
grand affair. There will no doubt he a
fine display of costumes, as people from
Allegan and Saugavuck are intending to
take part.
Dr. James tiedley’s lecture on the
“Sunny side of life” on Monday evening
next, is the third entertainment of the lec-
ture course. From wqat can be learned
of him, it is thought it will be the best
lecture of the course. Reserved seat dia-
gram will be open, commencing ibis (Sat-
urday) morning.
Wk received a pleasant call of CapL
Geo. Sanders and Capt. J. N. Upham on
Thursday last. Capt. Sanders has pur-
chased the steamer O. C. Williams of
Capt. Upham, and will take her to Esca-
naba in the Spring. Capt. Upham will
endeavor to get a larger boat now, in
order to carry out his plan.
Major Frank W. Riddle, traveling
•gent for W. F. McLaughlin & Co., of
Chicago, called on us a few days ago. We
were glad to see the old major look so
well. He fouud quite a number of old
soldier friends iu this city, with whom he
could recall some of the most thrilling
scenes of the late unpleasantness. 1 he
house he travels (or docs considerable bus-
iness in these parts.
On Friday afternoon of last week,
Henry, the only sou of Capt. F. Brower,
aged about ten years, leU through the ice,
and was rescued by bis father, who hap-
pened to be there. The young man
ftepped on the thin coat of ice, which was
frozen over one of the places where the
ice-harvesters had been at work. This
ought to teach the lesson that such dan-
gerous places should ho marked by un-
mistakeuble “signs of danger.”
The total cost of Guiteau's trial can not
be estimated, but the following figures are
correct as far as cau be ascertained : Jur-
or’s fees, $1,540; board, seventy-two days,
Including three bailiffs, $3,500; govern-
ment witnesses and mileage, $2,889; of
tbe latter the Guileau family and their
connections received $389.25; reporting
and printing, $5,000; seventy deputy mnr-
ahals, $1,302; miscellaneous, $1,000; Judge
Porter and Mr. Davidge will receive about
$5,000 each. This places the total at
$25,000 or thereabouts.
A “Seafarer” writes to tbe London
Telegraph of tbe late Richard H. Dana:
“The representations of tbe sailor, even in
the hands of men who very well knew
what they were about, have been for the
most part so overcharged with Jack's tra-
ditional rather than actual infirmities as
to render tbe portrait little better than a
carricature. From this defect two writers
only have been free; and strangely enough
they are both Americans. Tbe one is
Dana, and the other is Herman Melville.
Only men who have served before the mast
are capable of thoroughly understanding
sailors. What hand but an able seaman’s
could have depictured the forecastle as we
lee It In 'Two Tears Before the Mast,’ and
more faintly in Melville’s 'Omoo f’ ”
“ Keep tbe ball a rolling,” since we have
entered upon an era of progress.
On Monday evening last, Mr. Harry\
Rafflnenu was married to Mrs. F. Van Rij,
by Justice Fairbanks. y
Prof. Chas. Scott was taken very ill
last week, and his case was considered
dangerous at one time. At ibis hour of
writing he is a little better.
Ik the weather remains as favorable
during the next few months as tbe past
few, we will have reason to expect a large
fruit crop, as well ns wheat. Both crops
promise well at. present.
List of letiers remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Febr. 2, 1882:
Charles Reed, Capt. 8. C. Mower, N. H.
H, 4.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Don’t forget Hedley on Monday eve-
ning.
Mr. H. C. Mutrau, agent for the Chi. &
West Mich., R. R. in this city has arrived
home after a pleasure trip of two weeks.
The favorite pastime for our gallant
young men is to wait on the young Indies
who endeavor to learn skating, and assist
them in pulling their skates on and off.
Two farmers living near Tecumseh have
telegraphic communication between their
homes, half a mile apart, aud one of them
promptly informed the other of the Guileau
verdict.
SWEEPING REDUCTION
Gov. I). H. Jerome has called an extra
session of the legislature for February 23.
to provide relief foi the fire sufferers, and
lake action on congressional apportion-
ment and tlie report of the lax cominis
sion.
Thk Mormon authorities are reported as
staling that the magnificent white granite
temple at Salt Lake will be completed in
seven years. It lias already cost several
million dollars, and is not yet much more
lb in half finished.
About a thousand million dollars of our
national debt have been paid since the
war ended. France bus now nearly treble
our debt, and Great Britain more than
double. Even Spain has a bigger debt
than tliat •which remains of ours.
A cask exciting much local interest in
Auburn, Me., was decided last week.
Miss Fannie Dickey, in mailing a letter on
n Sunday, was struck by ice falling from
the roof of the city building. She sued
for $10,i)00. The jury rendered a verdict
ol $3,250. _
The young ladies of Grace Church will
give a social at the residence of Mrs. H
Matrau, on Saturday evening, February
4tli. Tableaux, games, conversation, re-
freshments, coffee and cake, will combine
to make a pleasant and enjoyable evening.
Al! are cordially invited.
At the annual meeting of Columbia
Fire Co. No. 2, held at their hall on Tues-
day evening lust, the following officers
were elected: P. Kleys, foreman; G. J.
Pessink, 1st asst, foreman ; L. Terbeek,
2d asst, foreman; John Dinkeloo sec’yJ
John Ter Vrej, treasurer.
The Hudson River West Shore railroad
will bo noted for its large bridges. The
Wilbur bridge will be 150 leet high, across
the Rondout creek. The bridges at Saug-
erties and Calskill are not so high, but are
long, and at Coeymans there will be one
seventy feet high aud seven hundred feet
long.
Thk Ladies' Aid Society will give an
oyster supper in the lectuie room of the
Methodist Episcopal church, on Wednes-
day evenimr, the 8th inst. All are cordi-
ally invited to attend.
Eastern Oregon butchers have n<» dif-
ficuliy in finding cattle fit for the market
on any of the hills. The grass has con-
tinued so green that stock have not only
managed to live without extra feed, but
have really fattened.
Secretary Hunt has instructed Danen-
hawer, of the Arctic steamer Jeannette,
to charier a ship in the spring and search
the Russian coast, tor which work two
navy officers will he sent. De Long has
been traced to a definite locality.
At Mrs. Fisher’s house, three miles from
Dublin, Ga , is a pepper bu>h that has
been kept through the winter for twenty
three years. It is about twelve feet high,
hears fruit every year, and seven thousand
pods have been gathered this year fully
ripened.
At South Haven, the oilier day, a man
while cuttiijg ice, let a wedge fall into the
water and sunk where the river is fourteen
feet deep. Not likiug to lose the wedge.
Curran stripped himself, dove to the bot-
tom and recovered the wedge. He reports
the water a little too cold yet for the hoys
to really enjoy going in swimming.
The steam tug St. Mary, owned by cap-
tain Sutherland, is being rebuilt so com-
pletely, that there is baldly anything left
of the old boat. Her keel will be partly
renewed, new sterupoat, all new Irames,
new plank, new deck and deck beams,
new cabin, and will be re-christened “Dick
Beckwilh.” She will be deeper in her
bold also, and will be a better cruft than
ever before. Capt. Sutherland was north
Inst week, and bought the steam barge
Trader, which he will overhaul thorough-
ly aud put into the trade between Frank
fort and the west shore. We wish him
success in his enterprise.
A lumberman broke his leg in the Wis-
consin woods, and desired to go to his
home at Sorel, Canada, where he could re-
ceive good treatment. But Sorel was a
thousand miles away, and he had only a
few dollars. In this dilemma, he resolved
to travel cheaply as freight. He made a
box six feet long, two feet wide, and six
teen inches high, marked it it “This side
up with great care,” and had himseit
nailed in and shipped. Some wide cTac ks
give him air, and he look along a supply
of food and waller, lie got along very
well, though not without discomforts, un-
til ho arrived in Montreal, where the box
was set up on end, and the Inmate left
standing on his head. He was forced to
make an outcry. He had been three days
on the journey, wbich the railroad officials
enabled him to complete as a regular pas-
senger.
QRAND HAVKN ITEMS.
Last Thutsday evening during, the vio-
leot gale which was blowing at the time,
three smoke-stacks on Emlaw's mill, and
one on Boyden & Akeley's mill, blowed
over, without doing any further damage
than flattening the stacks.
Mr. Ed J. Harrington, Jr., has finished
his stave-boll job, with the exception of
delivering about 400 cords, which are
ready near the railroad track for shipment
as soon as room is made for them at Fix-
ter’s stave factory. He left on Sunday
night for Illinois, to purchase a full car
load of fine young horses.
The bonded indebtedness of the city of
Saginaw at present is $178,300 and the
school bonds are $9,500, making a total of
$187,800. Within the next year court
house bonds will be added. •—E'.r. [This
is why Saginaw grows so fast. The present
generation want to reap some of the bene-
fiis by borrowing money for substantial
improvements, and let the next generation
help them to pay for it— as they ought to.
-Ed.]
On Wednesday evening last our Com-
mon Council received a call from Mr. J.
W. Case, of the Peninsular Gas-light com-
pany. Mr. Case illustrated by samples
bow much cheaper it is to hum gasoline
than kerosene, and the result of it was
that the Council took from the table the
pttition presented sometime ago, to pa1
up some lights, and granted said petition,
and resolved to give the gasoline lamps a
fair trial. This is another move in tbe
right direction, and we feel sure that our
citizens will like it so well, that more
lamps will be put up every year.
Major Frank Beard is expected here.
Our enterprising ladies of the W. C. T. U.
have secured this celebrated lecturer to
lecture in his pecniiar "Chatk-TaUc" man-
ner, before our citizens, many of whom
have heard of him, and feel curious to
bear and see for themselves. He talks by
words, as most people do; but besides, be
makes his words talk better by picturing
his ideas on the blackboard with chalk.
He draws these pictures during tbe course
of his lecture, ts rapidly as other people
write. His subject will of course bear on
the temperance cause, but it will certainly
be a novel way of presenting that subject.
All are recommended to attend, and aee feated, and singularly enough it is now
and bear. Tbe lecture takes place, on opposed again by a class of men who are
Thursday evening, February 9th, at 7.45 paying but a small amount of taxes, and
o’clock, in Lyceum Hall. Admission 25c. would be greatly benefitted by such
Reserved seats 85 cents. ' I works.
The danger of small-pox in adjacent
places has awakened our Board of Health,
and an order has been issued to prevent
children from attending school, who have
not been properly vaccinated, or can pre-
sent u physician's certificate of vaccina-
tion.
The s«) called “Voscamp Lynchers,”
who were permitted to plead guilty to
simple assault aud battery, received tbeir
sentences on Tuesday last, to pay a fine of
$100 each, or be imprisoned in tbe County
Jail for a term of 90 days. 8ome of them
bad the money with them and paid at
once, and the others will soon, but it is
said that one~8peocer— has left the coun-
try sod gone to Canada.
The question of waterworks is again
agitated in this city, and on Saturday,
Febr’y 18th, a special election is to be
held for the purpose of voting on the issu-
ing of city bonds to the amount of $25,000
to enlarge the present waterworks wbich,
although very satisfactory as far as they
go, are entirely inadequate for the wants
of the city. This question was voted on
once before, last summer, and was de-
In the Price of
WINTER ROODS!
On and after Monday, January 2, we will offer all our
Cloaks, Dolmans, Walking Jackets, Beaver Shawls, Beavers,
Fancy Cloakings, and other Winter Goods at
PRIME COST.
This will be a good opportunity for those in want of any
of the above- named goods, as we are determined not to carry
any of them over until next season.
F. W. WURZBURG.
COR. CANAL Sc BRONSON STS.
Grand Rapids, Mieh.
»-ly.
I* the only «ure cure for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, and It also takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is necessary. Price, only 28




The only medicines need without turning the
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the care of
NEURALGIA,
providing It Is used iccordlng to direction.
Price BOc per bottle.
FOR SALE BY ALL 3DRTJQOISTS.
GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole Proprietor.




Siheira, Platidra, ui fucj Gooii,
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
walchea, so that our work can be war-
ranted.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I will also keep on band a fall line of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Planing Mill
In rebuilding our new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the most Approved PatUmt,





WE HAVE A STEAM
DRY KILN
AND THK
DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,
Or anythlngln onr line manafaetnred on abort
notice.M-lv WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.













X in D 1 W nnu tude. Pain in tbe Back, Dlmnes* of Vision, Pre-
mature Old Age, and many other Dlaeaiea that
lead to Insanity orConanmptlon and a Prema-
ture Grave.
tyPull particulars In our pamphlet, which wa
desire to send free by mall to every one. The
Specific Medicine is sold by all drug} ist at $1 per
package, or alx packages for »6,or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of tne money, by ad-
dreaaing THK GHAT MEDICINE CO.- . No. 106 Main Street. Buffalo, N. T.
For Sale tn Hollaodby Heber Walsh. 51-ly
GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES IN THE
JEWELRY STORE
J. ALBERS,
8th Street, HOLLAND, MICH.
Having purchased the Interest formerly owned
hr Mr. M. Beery, and having leased my Hotel, I
will devote my entire attention to the Grocery Bua-
IncM, and therefore respectfully call tbe attention
of tbe citiaens of Holland to my new business.
The store Is on the
Cor.EighthandFishSt.
I will endeavor to keep on band a complete sup-
ply. and fill all orders promptly to the best of my
ability.
Give us a trial before
you judge us.
JA8. RYDER.
Holland, April 18. 1881. 10-tf
Clocks wbich have been sold for $4, are
now for sale at $8. The entire stock on
band will be sold at that rate. Plated
ware, Bpifetaolea, etc., etc., will be told at
cost for tbe next 60 days.
Oct. 15.1881. * 87-1*
1
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WHEN IT RAINS.
n /amu w. siure.
When It r»ln», and with the rain
Mem bird hu heart to alng,
And aoroM the window pane
la no aunllcht glimmering;
When a plttlen refrain
Brings a tremor to the lipa,
Our tears are like the rain
Aa It drips, drips, drips—
Like the sad unceasing rain aa It drip*
When the light of heaven's blue
la blurred and blotted quite,
And the dreary day to you
Is but a long twilight;
When it seems that ne'er again
Shall the sun break Its eo.ip«e,
Our tears are like the rain
A" it drips, drips, drips—
Like the endless, friendless rain as it drips.
When it rains 1 weary heart,
Oh, be of better cheer 1
The leaden clouds will part
And the morrow will be clear.
Take up your load again,
With a prtyer upon your lipa,
Thanking heaven for the rain,
As it drips, drips, drips—
With the golden bow of promise aa it drip*.
— Indianapolis Journal
THE FATED KING.
A IConiar.ce of Scottish History.
It was the night of the 20th of Feb-
ruary, 1438. The King and Queen of
Scotland held their court in the abbey
of Black Friftrb at Perth.
The apartment was filled with the no-
ble and fair, among whom James L and
hie lovely consort were distinguished by
their personal beauty and grace of man-
ner, as well an by their rank.
In the recess of one of the lofty win-
dows stood Robert Stuart, the grandson
and heir of the Earl of Athol, a kinsman
of the King, and his betrothed bride,
4he young and beautiful Lady Ida Ran-
dolph.
The young man had a fine figure and
handsome features, but there was an ex-
pression about the eyes and mouth that
Indicated at times that his prepossessing
exterior concealed a bad heart and a
eruel disposition.
1 His eyes were fixed on the King with
go fierce a gaze that the Lady Ida
atarted as she beheld it
“ Robert, said she, “ of what are you
dreaming? Yon look at the King as
fiercely as though you were Sir Robert
Graliame himself.”
** It was of liim I was thinking, Ida,”
replied Stuart. “My unhappy kins-
man, condemned to wander an outlaw
among tho mountain fastnesses, through
che injustice and tyrannical severity of
James.”
' “Not so, Robert,” said Ida; “the
King was not unjust.”
“ He refused to bestow upon him tho
Earldom of Strathern, to which he laid
claim,” answered he; “and he con-
demned him to prison for a crime that
he might have committed with impunity
in the reign of his father and during
the regency of Albany. I marvel not,
that on Wing freed from such ignoble
bondage, a man of so fiery and haughty
a spirit should seek to be revenged on
his oppresBor.”
“ He had no right to the Earldom of
•Strathern,” said Ida, “and as for his
imprisonment, the crime for whioh he
•suffered well deserved such punish-
ment.
“I know that many of the nobles
blame the King because he metes out
the same justice to all classes ; because
he does not deem that noble blood
should entitle its possessor to commit
every dark and evil deed with impunity.
“But surely, you cannot excuse him
for seeking the life of the King, for
sending him a defiance, renouncing his
allegiance to him, and threatening to 1
destroy him with his own hand ?”
“He has many good qualities,” an-
swered Stuart, evasively.
“ Robert 1 Robert r said Ida, her
voice trembling with the earnestness
with which she spoke, “speak not
thus 1 Let me not near vou say aught
in praise of a traitor and a murderer I
The King has ever been a warm friend
and an affectionate kinsman to you; why
should yon speak harshly of him, and
kindly of his enemy ?”
“Nay, nay, you mistake me, Ida," re-
plied the young man. “ I wished not to
speak harshly of the King ; I know that
he has ever treated me with great kind-
ness, and that he has honored me with
the greatest confidence on every occa-
sion ; but Grahame was one of my dear-
est friends ; I pity his fate, my friend-
ship for him leads me to find excuses for
bis conduct, and I cannot help thinking
that James has acted toward him with
great severity.”
“Yet speak not thus,” said Ida; “it
is most imprudent-should your words
be repeated to the King—-”
“ I would probably have to share Gra-
tiame's disgrace and exile,” interrupted
be. “ But fear not ; I will not do aught
to expose myself to danger, and as for
what I have said this night, no one has
heard me but you, and I think not that
my Ida will betray me.”
The Lady Ida looked np into his face
with a smile, but before she could an-
swer an attendant came to inform him
that the King desired his presence.
Ida remained standing for a few mo-
ments by the windows after he had left
her, rousing over his words.
He had never spoken either of the
King or Grahame in the same manner
before, and dark and undefined fears
passed through her mind, but quick-
ly dismissed them, deeming herself un-
kind and unjust toward her afflanoed
husband in harboring them fora mo-ment. f
It was late ere the company dis-
persed.
The King remained for some time af-
ter^H had retired, conversing cheer-
folly with the Queen and her ladies.
Suddenly, however, a shade passed
over his face, and he remained for some
time in deep thought ; at length, turn-
ing to the Queen, he said: ^
“Do you notremember that, when on
my way • here a few weeks since, I was
met by an old Highland woman, who
told me if I came to Perth I would
never leave it alive ? _ She was. here this
evening, and sought an interview with
me, but she was informed that she could
not be admitted to my presence at so
late an hoar. I regret that I did not
see her. I know not why, but within
the last few hours I have felt a strange
pri sentiment of impending evil. There
is an old prophecy that predicts that
in this year a King will be killed in
^°“ Ana what, of whom do you fear, my
lord ?” asked the Queen.
“Robert Grahame has sworn to de-
stroy mo, ns you know,” replied James.
“ And I hnvo cause to believe that
there are many others in league with
him to take my life, and there could not
be a more favorable opportunity for him
to make tho attempt than the present.”
The Queen shuddered.
She felt that there was every reason
to fear that Grahame would endeavor to
fulfill his oath ere long, for, owing to
tho small size of the abbey, tho guards
of the King were quartered among the
citizens of Perth, and a few only of
the personal attendants of the King and
Queen were able to lodge in tho monas-
tery, so that James was much more ex-
posed to danger while there than at any
of the other royal residences.
Her eyes filled with tears.
“Nay, nay, my fair Queen, cairn thy-
self,” said James soothingly.
“ I was wrong to say anything that
could alarm you.
“There cannot be aught to fear— I
bade my trusty kinsman, and gentleman
of the bed-chamber, Robert Stuart, ere
ho retired for tho night, to go over
the abbey and look to bolt and bar.
“ Should danger approach, tho senti-
iels will give timely warning, and we
will dispatch messengers to the city to
summon our guard.
“ So fear not, we can bid defiance to
Robert Grahame and his troop of assas-
sins.”
As he spoke, strong light, apparently
from the court-yard, flashe^ across the
windows of the room.
The King sprang to the casement
The court-yard was filled with men, and
by the light of the torches they carried
he could see that they were armed, and
among them he beheld his deadly foe.
“ It is Grahame, he has come to per-
form his oath,” said James calmly, turn-
ing from the window.
“Oh fly then, fly while there is yet
time!” exclaimed the Queen, almost
wild with terror.
“ And whither shall I fly?” said the
King. “It would be madness to attempt
it, they must even now be in the abbey.
Had I any place of concealment— bnt I
know of none and 1 must even defend
myself until aid arrives, or until my
strength fails me.”
“Not so, my lord,” exclaimed the
Lady Catharine Donglas, one of the
ladies of honor of the Queen.
“ I have heard there is a vault beneath
this apartment that communicates with
the court-yard, and I have been shown
the plank in the floor which it is neces-
sary to raise in order to descend into it.
Once there, my lord, you can easily es-
cape.”
“Younre right, fair lady,” said the
King. “ I had forgotten the vault. 1
will descend into it ; it may conceal me
from my enemies, but unhappily I can-
not escape from it, as the entrance into
the court yard was walled up a few days
ago bv my order because when I played
at ball, the ball frequently rolled down
through the opening.”
The plank was hastily raised, and the
King descended. But before the plank
was again lowered the voices and foot-
steps of the assassins were heard in the
corridor, approaching the apartment.
The Lady Catharine .Douglas flew to
fasten the door, but the bar iiad been re-
moved. Without a moment’s hesitation
she thrust her arm through the staples.
But so frail au obstacle could not long
keep out the intruders.
The door was soon burst open, but not
until the arm of the heroio lady was
broken.
The assassins rushed into the room.
The plank had been lowered, and the
terrified Queen and her ladies were
standing together in a comer of the
room. Grahame saw at a glance that
his victim was not there, and was about
ordering his followers to go with him to
seek the King in the other apartments
of the abbey, when one of the ruffians
seized the Queen, and was about to
plunge his dagger to her heart, when a
son of Grahame interposed and saved
her life.
At this moment the Lady Ida Ran-
dolph beheld among the conspirators her
affianced husband, and, with a wild
shriek, she pronounced his name.
“What, fair lady,” said Grahame,
with a fierce smile.
“ Knew ye not that your betrothed was
in league with ns ? Had it not been for
his care in removing bolt, bar and
sentinel, we had not gained entrance
here to-night.”
Ida covered her face with her hands,
and turned away.
“ Let us be gone, Grahame, and seek
the King,” exclaimed Stuart, crimsoning
with anger and shame.
“ Know you not that, notwithstanding
our precautions, some of the attendants
have escaped? They will alarm the
city, and the Royal Guard will be upon
us ere long.”
“You are right,” said Grahame,
“and I should bo lo.th to leave the ab-
bey without accomplishing that for
which I came.
“Yet hoar me, Lady Ida, yon will
think less harshly of the deeds of this
night when you see the crown of Scot-
land on the brow of the heir of Athol,
for it is my intention, and that of the
nobles leagued with me, to place Robert
Stuart on the throne of the tyrant
whose reign will end to-night'’
So saying, he left the apartment, fol-
lowed by the rest of the conspirators.
Ida uncovered her face, gazed after
them wildly, and then, uttering a low
cry, fell insensible on the floor.
After having sought their victim in
vain through every part of the building,
Robert Stuart recollected the vault,
and suggested that he might be con-
cealed tuere.
They immediately returned to the
apartment where the Queen aud her la-
dies had passed the time of their ab-
sence in the most agonizing anxiety and
suspense, aud, tearing up the plank,
beheld the unfortunate monarch stand-
ing belqw.
A demoniac yell burst from the con-
spirators at the ‘sight, and two of the
ruffians sprang down and threw them-
selves upon him.
James was unarmed, but, wrenching
a dagger from one of his assailants, he
dealt him a blow that laid him dead at
his feet, and then, turning to the other
assassin, he defended himself gallantly
against him, when Grahame descended
and stabbed him.
Weakened by loss of blood, unable to
make any further resistance, tho King
sank on the floor of the vault, calling
on his enemy to have mercy on him.
“ Thou never hadst mercy ou those of
thine own blood, or any one else, there-
fore thou sholt find no mercy here,” re-
plied Grahame, plunging his sword into
the body of his sovereign.
The vault was now filled with con-
spirators, and tho unhappy Queen,
throwing herself on the senseless form
of her husband, sought to shield him
from the blows with which his brutal
enemies gratified their hatred by inflict-
ing. It was not until she had been
twice wounded, and now l)ecome insensi-
ble from terror, pain and distress, that
she could be removed from the body.
Tho approach of the guard alarmed
the conspirators, who sought safety in
flight ; but Grahame had fulfilled his
oath ; the King was dead.
Tho horrible deed excited the utmost
indignation against its perpetrators
among all classes in Scotland.
The King had been blamed by many,
although withoutjeaufle, for being un-
necessarily strict and severe in the ad-
ministration of justice, but his dreadful
death caused all his faults to be forgot 
ten.
So universal was the popular feeling
against the conspirators, and so unceas-
ing aud energetic were the efforts made
te capture them, that in less than a
month every man connected with the
conspiracy was a prisoner.
They were all put to death after un-
dergoing the most horrible tortures.
Grahame protested, with his last
breath, that he had only done his duty,
in freeing his country from the yoke of
a tyrant
Robert Stuart died deeply penitent
for his crime. When his dream of am-
bition had faded away, and he found
that his treachery had conducted iiira to
a murderer'? cell instead of placing him
on a King’s throne, his conscience
awoke, «and he bitterly regretted the
fearful deed that had brought upon him
so terrible a punishment
He wrote to Ida, telling her of his
penitence and remorse, and beseeching
her to forgive him.
Poor Lady Ida 1 the shock of finding
that he she loved was capable of so fearful
a crime added to her anxiety lest he
should be captured ; and her agony at
his dreadful death was more than she
coulfi bear. She did not long survive
him, but sank into an early grave a vic-
tim of his wild ambition and demoniac
treachery.
’ A SMILE OF SATISFACTION.
This, from the Cleveland (Ohio) Penny
Press, carries its own suggestion : Recently
meeting Mr. H. G. Keffer, treasurer of the
Cleveland Herald, our representative in-
cobs Oil. A smile played across Mr. Kef-
fer’s expressive face and his eyes twinkled
merrily aa he replied in tho affirmative. I
will not refuse to state my experience with
it, and yon may use it as you think best.
Four years ago I sprained one of my ankles,
an accident which, as you are aware, entails
much suffering and sometimes leaves tho
limb in a condition te remind one frequently
of the old hurt. Unfortunately this result
ensued. Whenever the weather became
damp or my system absorbed the slightest
cold my anldes pained me. This went on
at intervals for over three years, and I could
not obtain relief. Last winter I applied tho
St. Jacobs Oil and it completely cured me.
I have not since felt a return of the pain.
Arm In Arm.
i The St. Louis Spectator's “Town
Talker ” says : “It is a curions fact, but
nevertheless true, that you never see a
lady and gentleman walking arm-in-arm
in this city, except in coming from the
theatre or late in the evening. In the
daytime, if a lady should promenade,
having hold of her escort’s arm, most
'people would turn their heads to look at
the couple. In the Eastern cities such
a sight m by no means so rare ; yet even
there the custom is very far from general
In European cities, on the contrary, it
is the universal habit. Why is it that
American damsels are so shy of clinging
to a gentleman’s arm ? Probably it arises
from her naturally self-reliant and inde-
pendent nature. American girls do things
‘which would shock the sensibilities of
their European sisters. More latitude
is allowed them in their actions ; their
independence is fostered To be hyper-
metaphorical, it may be the vine cling-
ing to the oak ; bnt our American belle
needs no support, and as the act of taking
the arm implies per se the necessity of
protection, it is averse to her ideas.
Perhaps, too, it is thought to be a sign
of ‘spooiiiness.* Whatever it is, the faot
remains that our girls object to peram-
bnlating the streets in the glare of the
sun with their arm through those of
their escorts.” Nowa-days one invol-
untarily takes a couple arm-in-arm in
the daytime to be provincial.
The Trenton (N. J.) Gazelle mentions
the case of Mr. John Wood, with the Ameri-
can Pottery Co., that city, who was cured by
St Jacobs Oil of an attack o£ rheumatism,
which had confined him to his bed for sev-
enteen weeks. He praises it unstintedly.
POPULAR SCIENCE.
Buttes globules in milk may be seen
under a microscope.
Gaseous ammonia is exceedingly im-
pervious to radiant heat
Ip a galvanic ourrent pass through
any conductor it evolves heat
The seeds containing the richest oils
belong to the genus crucifene.
Intensity of color in flowers of the
same species increases with the altitude.
The human body is composed of four-
teen or more of the common chemical
elements.
Yeumillion is manufactured from red
sulphuret of mercury, commonly known
as cinnabar.
Of reptiles possessing the.snake-like
form we have three species indigenous to
this country.
It is estimated that a drop of human
blood oontans 1,000,000 corpuscles in a
cubic millimeter.
It is said that the formation of fogs
and clouds arises from the presence of
dust in the atmosphere.
A new celluloid is said to bo obtained
from well peeled potatoes, treated with a
solution of sulphuric acid.
The raw materials of which dynamite
is made are sulphuric acid, saltpeter,
glycerine, and infusorial earth.
Grape sugar possess the property of
fermenting or breaking up into alcohol
and carbonic acid, on the addition of
yeast.
It has been suggested that noxious
insects may be driven away by cultivat-
ing tho fungi that are destructive to
them.
The raising of pyrethrum, from which
insect powder is made, is carried on’in
California and various other parts of the
country.
From the peats of Brittany have been
obtained, by means of reagents; benzine,
resinous matters, acetic acid, and other
substances.
A man can live on seven meals a week,
but his supply of gaseous nourishment
has to be renewed at least 14,000 times
in twenty-four hours.
In determining tho illuminating
power of gas it should not bo conducted
through a rubber tube, since this dimin-
ishes the illuminating power.
The vaccination of sheep against
splenic fever, according to Pasteur’s new
method, is very successful, and is being
practised with great vigor in France.
Explorations in Spain and North
Africa by Kobelt, of Frankfort, an au-
thority on living and fossil shell-fish,
have convinced him that the two conti-
nents were formerly connected not only
at Gibraltar, but as far east as Oran and
Carthagona.
A newly described mineral, white and
friable with a bitter astringent taste and
readily soluble in cold water, has been
named Hesite after a gentleman of Lcad-
ville. It was discovered in Park County,
Colorado, and contains manganese, iron,
zinc, aud sulphur.
A memoir of much interest and im-
portance upon the use of amesthetios
has been communicated to the Paris
Academy of Science by Mods. Paul
Bert. By experiment with different
aneesthetio agents upon animals ho has
been able to ascertain in the case of each
substance what is the quantity just suf-
ficient to cause insensibility and how
much suffices to produce death. He
finds the fatal dose of chlorform, ether,
amylene, bromide of ethyl and chloride
of ethyl to be always exactly double the
amosthotic dose. The range between
these extremes Mons. Bert terms the
working zone, and he says that a mixture
about tho middle of this working zone,
properly administered, will produce a
safe state of insensibility, which may be
maintained long enough for any surgical
operation.
Public Politeness.
I was coming np town, and entered tho
stage in which five elegantly- dressed and
fine-looking women were sitting on each
side of it They might o. the lady pa-
tronesses of some society. There whs
room for another person on each side,
but not one of those women moved to
make room for me, and I rode a mile or
Epore, while these ten women— -I do not
say ladies — declined to give me a seat, as
they could have done any moment with-
out rising or crowding. The most of
them were probably mothers. But as
the instinct of good manners— that is,
of politeness, which is simply the law
of kindness — was not in the breast of
one of the ten, what is to be expected of
their children ? They cannot teach what
they do not know, and, as they know
nothing of politeness, their children will
be boon.
Going to the omnibus again for a sam-
ple of mannen, I opened the door to
step in, the other day, when a boy took
advantage of mv holding it open,
jumped in and took the only vacant seat,
tickled that he got the start of me and
got the seat. This was young America
all over. The great Athenian philoso-
pher said that democracy has the found-
ation in the principle that one man is as
good as another, if not a little better.
And many wise men have insisted^ that
popular govermdnt tends to destroy
reverence for superiors and deference to
otberti, which are essential elements of
refined manners. “ In honor preferring
one another,” is the inspired religion of
politeness.
It is not one of the highest virtues. It
may be where there is no virtue. And
I do not say the politest nations are the
strongest,’ nor that it is impossible to get
money, and power, and all that, with
the manners of a pig. The very trait of
oharaoter whioh the “gintleman who
pays the rint” exhibits when he
puts his foot into the trough to keep
others away, while he eats, is the trait of
many who succeed in getting much
money. Bnt there is a better way. And
it is the way that has few walking in it,
in this dav of onra.
A REGULAR CIRCUS.
OIL
If therels onelbiag In all theworld
that allures the average boy and de-
lights people generally, It la a wall
managed and thoroughly equipped
circuB. The children ora city or town
Beem to know of Ita coming by a kind
of intuition, and prepare accordingly.
The pennies, hitherto dropped Into
the missionary-box with conscienti-
ous regularity, are now feith fully dl-
verted into au old cofifco-pot In the
cellar corner for prospective ue, and
scrap-metal, old paper, etc., do sub-
stantial service in the way of securing
theamount of an admission fee. But
tor all that, we believe tolly in the
properly conducted circus as a means
of amusement and diversion, and a^e
Pain Reliever of the age. Hon. P. T.
Barn urn's Greatest Show on Earth and
Coup’s Monster Show can be taken as
typical cases. The former says: “We
take great pleasure In stating that 8t.
Jacobs Oil Is in use by many ring ar-
tists now engaged with P. T. Bamum's Greatest
Show on ICarth, united with the Great London
Circus, Sanger’s Royal British Menagerie and the
International Allied Shows. From its happy effect
upon those who have occasion to employ it, we
have no hesitation in pronouncing St. Jacob*
Oil the best liniment which has ever been
brought to our notice. It Is wonderfully effica-
cious in subduing pain.
-in cases or rncumatism or complaints i
kind our artists know how to cure tnemselves very
speedily. St. Jacobs Oil is a very popular rem-
edy among our people tor rheumatl«j>aiiis,and
as long as they can get it they won’t suHt much."
Mr. FTank I. Frayno says : “ I have suffered
In my chest, uomeumo since I read somctning
In a newspaper about the remarkable cures ol
St. Jacobs Oil, and I thought I would try that
remedy. I tell you I am mighty glad I did, tor
after using one or two bottles of that preparation
I felt uo pain whatever, and have haa none since.
I am firm believer in St. Jacobs Oil, and I wan!
everybody in my company to keep it near th«a.N
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No Inn Being President
Jt is not an enjoyable treat sometimes
to be the editor of a paper, and mould
public opinion at so much per mould,
and get complimentary tickets to the
sleight-of-hand performances, but with
its care and worry, its heartaches and
apprehensions, it is more comforting on
the whole than being President.
When we were a boy, and sat in the
front row among the pale-haired boys
with checked gingham skirts at the Sun-
day-ichool, and the teacher told us to
live uprightly and learn a hundred verses
of tho Scriptures each week so that we
could be President, we thought that
unruffled, calm, and universal appro-
bation waited upon the man who suc-
cessfully rose to l>e the executive of a
great Nation.
With years, and accumulated wisdom,
however, we have changed our mind.
Now we sit at our desk and write
burning words for the press that wilTlive
and keep warm long after we are turned
to dust and ashes. We write heap
editorials on the pork outlook, and sadly
compose exhaustive treatises on the
chinch-bug, while meu in other walks of
life go out into the health-promoting
mountains, and catch trout and wood-
ticks. Qur lot is not, perhaps, a joyous
one. We swelter through the long July
days with our suspenders hanging in
limp festoons down over our chair, while
wo wield the death-dealing pen, but we
do not want to l>e President.
Our salary is smaller, it is true, but
when we get through our work in the
nfSddle of the night, and put on our plug
hat and steal home through the all-
pervading darkness, we thank our stars,
as we split the kindling and bed down
the family mule, that on the morrow, al-
though we may be licked by the man we
wrote up to-day, our official record can
not be attacked.
There is a nameless joy that settles
down upon ns as we retire to our simple
couch on the floor, and pull the ceflar
door over ns to keep us warm, which the
world can neither give nor take away.
We plod along, from day to day, slic-
ing great wads of mental pabulum from
our bulging intellect, never murmuring
nor complaining when lawyers and
physicians put on their broad brim
chip hats and go out to the breezy can-
yons and the shady glens to regain their
health.
Wo just plug along from day to day,
in the popular diet, the old Lot in-Por-
tuguese word pan being, however, in
use. The soybean, which in chemical
composition closely approaches animal
liber, is extensively cultivated. Proba-
bly no country excels Japan in the va-
riety of leguminous plants raised for
food. Of tubers and roots, the sweet
potato is the most popular, though,
strange to say, as much tabooed by the
aristocratic classes as onions are sup-
posed to be amoig us, Sixteen million
bushels of these “Satsumu potatoes”
were produced last year, while the
Jave ” or “ Dutch ” — our common
white potato— is left to foreigners, the
native palate not liking it. Lily bulbs
— sixteen varieties — serve as food, lioiled
and served with “ drawn butter.” The
lotus root is eagerly eaten without ob-
livion of country or decay of patriotism.
Poppj seeds powdered as condiment,
infusions of salted cherry blossoms for
drink, horse-chestnuts and acorns are
among the articles of diet
1 Cheap Cologne Water.
The only perfume which never seems
to offend any and which leaves no un-
pleasant tang behind it is that of cologne
water, which stimulates while it soothes
the senses, and suggests a pleasant whole-
someness, instead of any sickish sweet-
ness, as the best of extracts and essences
and bouquets are apt to do. We do not
mean, of course, the cheap and common
cologne water of the druggists, which is
usually very much worse than none at all;
and wont to leave, after dying, the smell
of burned sugar wliere it has been used
often, os it is made of the poorest spirit,
and necessarily without subsequent dis-
tillation; without regard to the fact that
it requires the strongest proof or rectified
spirit to dissolve the combined oils
properly where the process of distillation
is not used. Indeed, with no trouble at
all, any one can make in her own store
room a better article of cologne than that
which is usually bought, by thoroughly
dissolving a fluid dram of the oil of ber-
gamot, orange and rosemary each, with
half a dram of neroli and a pint of rec-
tified spirit. As good as can be made
out of cologne itself, however, is also
quite as comfortably prepared at home
as at the chemist’s— at so much less than
the chemist’s prices that one feels war-
ranted in using it freely— simply by mix-
ing with one quart of rectified spirit,
two fluid drams each of the oils of ber-
Throat, Bronchial and Lung Dlaeaawo
a specialty. Send two stamps for Urge treat-
ise giving eclf-tn atment Address World's
Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N.Y
Country doctor to bereaved widow of
late member of Georgia Legislature :
“ I cannot tell how pained I was to hear
that your husband had gone to heaven.
We were bosom friends, but now we
ahall never meet again.”
“ First a cough carried mo off,
And then a coffin they carried mo off in ! ”
This will not be your epitaph if you take
your cough and Dr. It. V. Pierce’s “ Goldon
Medical-Discovery ” in time. It is specific for
weak longs, spitting of blood, night sweats and
the early stages of consumption. By all
druggists.
Teacher: “Feminine of friar?”
First bright boy: “Hasn't any.”
Teacher : “ Next” Second bright boy :
“Nun.” Teacher: “That’s right”
First bright boy indignantly ejaculates :
“That’s just what I said.”
Lord Byron, in reference to a beautiful lady,
wrote to a friend : “ Lady - has been dan-
gerously ill, but now she is dangerously well
again." American belles, when attacked by any
of the ills that flesh is heir to, may bo kept
killing and avoid being killed by taking Dr. R.
V. Pierce’s " Favorite Prescription, which ban-
ishes feminine weaknesses and restores the
bloom of health. By all druggist*.
How fortunate beyond all others is
the man who, in order to adjust himself
to fate, is not required to cast away his
whole preceding life.
The HUtorlan’* Kclative.
North Union “ Shakers, " 1
Cleveland. Ohio, Feb. 2ti, 1880. )
H. fl. Warner «k Co. : Friends— l take
pleasure in saying that i bavo used your cele-
brated Sajo Kidney and Liver Cure, and that
it cured mo oi Biighl’s Disease alter 1 was
givou up to die and all other remedies hadlulled. James S. Pur-scorr.
_ _ _ . gamont and lemon, one of the oils of
eating a hard boiled egg from one hand | orange and half as much of that of rose-
while we write a scathing criticism on ; mary, together with three-quarters of a
the (do, transit (jlvria cucumber with
the other.
No, we do not crave the proud position
of President, nor do wo hanker to climb
to an altitude where forty or fifty mil-
lions of civilized people can distinctly
see whether we eat custard pie with a
knife or not.
Once in a while, however, in the still -
ness of the night, we kick the covers off,
and moan in our dreams ns we imagine
that we are President, and we wake with
the cold, damp sweat (or perspiration, as
the case may be) standing out of every
pore, only to find that we are not Presi-
dent after all, by an overwhelming ma-
jority, and we get up and steal away to
the rain watt r barrel and take a drink,
and go back to a dreamless, snoreioss
sleep. — Laramie Boomerang.
The Pewter Age in New England.
In the early New England days wooden
ware was in far more common use than
would be supposed, and a handsome set
of pewter was an enviable possession.
As for china, any amount of that be-
tokened unusual prosperity. There was
very little money in the farming districts
of New England for many years and
numerous persons live in vastly more
comfortable fashion now on the same
land which gave their ancestors a bare
living fifty years ago. We can have no
idea what a serious thing it was in the
last century, or early in this present
one, to undertake any new expense ; for
instance, sending a boy to college. To
raise an extra two or three hundred a
year meant that the men and women
noth should drudge early and late and
deny themselves most cruelly. Any one
who looks closely at the signs that are
left us of the pewter-plate age in Mas-
sachusetts will find much that is intei esU
ing, and he may discover in the fields
the nameless graves of many a hero and
heroine, unmarked except by a rough
lichened stone gathered from the abund-
ant harvest of the soil. The buildiog of
so many mills and the rapid growth of
the manufacturing villages have afforded
better markets ; and beside the money
that the young j>eople have earned and
brought home, the income of the farms
lias been made larger year by year, and
and the farm houses and the way of liv-
ing in them have steadily grown more
comfortable. The pewter was not all
melted into bullets wherewith to fight
our foes, but it is fast disappearing in
other ways ; the great platters were one
by one gathered to their rest by the tin
peddlers when pewter was high in the
war-time and the little plates have been
melted on the stoves by careless cooks.
—Atlantic Monthly.
Diet of the Japanese.
Of 36,000 cows slaughtered in Japan
last year, more than one-half were con-
sumed by foreigners on shore or ship.
Few natives, except officers in the capi-
tal, sailors and soldiers, eat beef. Mat-
ton and pork beyond the treaty ports
are hardly yet known. About 200 va-
rieties of fish are eaten, one-half of the
people eating fish every day. The food
of the mns-es is “ 90 per cent, vegeta-
ble.” The list of food plants in use, not
including sea plants, was prepared for
the pamphlet, with their analyses, by
Prof. Edward Kincb, of the Tokio Uni-
versity. A large nnml>er of these sub-
stances are unknown, or at least unused,
in the United States. Of rice, which
occupies in its cnburo one-half of the
cultivated land, there are 250 varieties
of seed in the country. Millet is ex-
tensively used, but bread raised from a
“sponge ” of yeast is hardly yet known
drum of neroli and four drops each of
the essences of ambergris and musk. If
this is subsequently distilled it makes
what may be called a perfect cologne,
but it becomes exceedingly fine by being
kept tightly stoppered for two or three
months to ripen and mellow before use.
—Harper's Bazaar. __ __
A Better Way.
The wasteful practice of burning or
otherwise destroying love letters has
been brought into disrepute by a young
lady in Iowa, who has had hers bound
in the form of an album, which she
turns out for the inspection and enter-
tainment of her visitors when they have
wearied of praising her tidies aud finished
the family photographs.
The device, economical as it is— and in
that aspect praiseworthy— lias its draw-
backs. To visitors who have met — as
the phrase is — “with a disappointment,”
the sight of such a collection would be
harrowing in the extreme. Then there
would be the additional danger that
some guest would find among the mis-
sives one from somebody to whom she
believed she had a special claim. The
sight, in such a case, of words of love
addressed to another might lie provoca-
tive of unpleasantness— perhaps, even,
of tears or, worse still, of scratching and
hair-pulling.
These possibilities are to be dreaded.
Fortunately they can be avoided without
recurring to the old-fashioned and waste-
ful method of burning love letters. Such
missives contain— or are popularly held
to contain— a good deal of sweetness.
Some of them nave been described, in
the glowing imagery of girlhood, ns
“just too sweet for anothing,” but this
is undoubtedly hyperbole. They ought,
however, to be sweet enough for glucose
if there is any semblance of sweetness
about them. Let the Iowa plan be
abandoned then and let the accumulated
love letters of the country be sent to the
glucose factories. The residents in the
neighborhood of such factories might
object. But t.bev dn thnt. nnw.
A Dare-Devil of the Georgia Mountains.
There are few men in Georgia, proba-
bly, who have given the officers more
trouble than Jack Pugh, and we doubt
if any one has been more successful in
eluding them. Catch him and surround
him as they would, he always managed
to slide out from under their thumbs.
Long, lank, lean, and wirv, and possess-
ed of unusual activity for one of his
build, he has kept up his dare-devil
career with the fearlessness of a border
ruffian. Pugh will fight a circular saw,
and has never been afraid to meet the
best armed officers, always being ready
and on the alert His wife, too, is a
tough customer when on her muscle.
Some time ago one Rawls said some-
thing to her about Jack at the house,
when she took up a board and with true
Amazonian courage cleaned him com-
pletely up, making him bite the dust in
a jiffy. Pugh says he hasn’t slept inside
of a house in three years. If all his
exploits in evading the law and swindling
the government were dished up in dime-
novel style, it would make the hair of
the average boy stand wildly on end.
Being an illicit distiller of the ardent is
not his ouly reputation. He is said to
be a clever counterfeiter. — Griffin (Ga.(
Hews. ____ __
W* h*re heard both Democrat* and Bepubli-
oina say that there i* nothing better for*
Cough th*n Dr. Bull’* Cough Syrup ; thu old
reliable remedy never fail* to cure a Cough or
C .id at once, aud may be obtained at any drug
btorc for 25 cents a bottle.
The two heaviest taxpayers of Boston
are Moses Williams and Joshua M.
Sears, the first named being assessed for
S3.300.000, and the other for 83.21-1.000.
I kt the poor tmlTorerirum female complaints
hltu courage and rejoice. Lydia E. Piiikham’a
Vegetable Compound will rout ore you.
Mrs. Smith, Back of the Church,
England, w as the actual address of a let-
ter found in an English postoffice.
Kidney-Wort in this season Bastainsthe syt-
j tern and keeps up the strength.
In life you can “go as you please,”
but you will lie happier if you strive
to please as you go.
On Thirty Mays’ Trial.
The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mich., will
send their Electro-Voltnio Belts and other Elec-
tric Appliances on tnal for thirty days to nuy
person afflicted with Nervous Debility, Lost
Vitality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing
complete restoration of vigor and manhood
Andress as above without delay.
N. B.— No risk i* incurred, as thirty dAys’
trial is allowed
“ Hough on Itntb.’*
The thing desired fomid at last. Ask drug-
gists for Bough on Buts. It clears out rats,
mice, roaches, flics, bedbugs. 15c. boxes.
A Sure Cure for Fita
Will be scut by mail to any address, post-paid,
on receipt of ouo dollar. Address J. Alonzo
Greene, Indian Doctor, 816 Fine St. , St. Louis, Mo.
We beg to call attention to tho advertisement
of Dr. Barter’s Iron 'Ionic, which will be
I found in another column. This medicine is u
j preparation of Don and Calisaya hark, in com-
I biuatiou with the phofphatcs, aud is indorsed
j by i he medical proiession, and recomraeu ’od
' by them fur Dyspepsia, General Debility. Fi-
, male Compia nlH, Want of Vitality, etc. it is
j manufactured by the Du. Darter Medicine
I Company, No. 213 Nortn Main street, St. Eouis,
Mo. it is certainly thu most valuable remedy
: in tho maiket, and no family should fail to
| keep it in tiio house.— To/t do (Ohio) A or them
j Ohio Democrat.
| Pcrk cod- liver on., from selected livers, on
! the seashore, by Caswell, Hazard A Co., N. Y.
! Absolutely pure aud sweet. Patients who have
i once taken it prefer it to all others. Physiciano
| declare it superior to all other oils.
! Da. Winch ell’ s Teething Byrnp has nevei
; failed to give immediate relief when uaed la
c&sea of Summer Complaint, Cholera-infantum,
, or pains in the stomach. Mothers, when yom
; little darling! ore suffering from these or kin-
! dred causes, do not hesitate to give it a trial
i You will surely be pleased with the charming
l effect Be sure to buy Dr. WineheU’s Teething
| Syrup. Sold by all druggist*. Only 25 cents
j per bottle. 4
1 A oueat improvement has recently been made
in that useful product Cardoline, a deodorized
extract of petroleum, which is the onlv article
that really cures baldness. It is now the finest
of hair dressings.
For Headache, Constipation, Lfver Complaint
and all bilious derangements of the Maud, there
is no remedy as sure aud safe as Eilert's Day-
light Liver Pills. They stand unrivalled in ro-
i moving bile, toning the stomach and in giving
healthy action to tho liver. Hold by oil druggists.
It. R. Beardslek, Druggist, of Odessa, Mo. :
—‘•I have handled Pise's Cure for years, u ad
am never air<ud to recommend it."
For Rheumatism, Sprains and Bruisea, ns®
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment, sold by
ail druggints.
HENRY’S CARBOLIC SALVE
Is th* BEST SALVE for Cats, BruUeo, So rot, Ulcer*,
St It Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Ohliblslna, Corns,
tnd sll kinds of Skin Eruptions, Freckles snd Pimples.
Get HENRY’S CARBOLIO SALVE, ss sll others tra
count erf eilt. Price, '16 cents.
OK. GREEN’S OXYGENATED BITTERS
U the best remedy for Dytpepsls, BUionineet, Msluris,
Indigestion, snd Disesses of the Blood, Kidneys, liver,
Skin, etc. ______
DURNO’S CATARRH SNUFF civet sll sffeettone of
the mucous membrane, of the bead snd throat.
DR. MOTTS LIVER PILL* si* the best Osthartk
Rec*lston.
WATCHES
CstikoffM rrs*. tesrstt, Bteactre
Anericae Walsh Cs.NlUbsnb.rt.
$66 f W*,Ad^,tm^!^,^lA*0W,, l10-1.®*tlXBTT k Co.. Portland. Me.
/'I TTTVTC Heeelrsrs. CsuIhm ftea. SUraa*
U J. W O Orssl WuL Qua Work*. Niubsrrh. Pa
$5 to $20
A. LnBn'l0R,H* ̂ ^ tM^*nt^SMJhT-sgat '
$72iSR: Sttf«Sl5TSSSS-W!t




Inn Habit Cared fail*
day's. Nopay till Curad.
Da. J. gntPHSMs, Lebanon, Ohio.
GENTS WANTED fot the Beet snd Fastest
Selling Pictorial Books snd Bibles. Priest reduced
I per ct. National PuBLuanta Go.. Chicago, 111
$777 expenses teroes P.•to, M*.
rmn * B- * A. P. Ioc^, Patent Solist-•W W?ahinfton. D. 0. Our rsl-
I I n Hind-Books," Patents" and
I X U “ Uinta and Recipes," amt /rat.
home. Work calledYor and deJlTerod free.
Knlttlnv to., 107 South St., Boston
..... ____ Globe
t ton, Mnaa.
910 Of Geitilt CONFEDERATE HONE!
and a U page Journal (UXCBTRATED) rot free to an]
address for 10a Dr. C. J. Ians, Jackson, Mich.
THE FAMILY LIBRARY
Contain* splendid new and complete Norek Send t
eenla for sample number. INTERN ATI ON AX.
NEbVM CO., *9 and 81 Boekman St, New York.
. I*AY TILL CUHMh Bnffcressot
Nasal and lUoiicbial CATARRH de-
siring a suae, permanent cure, Without






_____ law f in the worst esses, in*ure« comfort-
able sleep ; effeoia riirrw where all others fad. A
frisl eenetnesa (A* mn«t iktpUeal. Price, AOr. and
El .00 of Dniggiati or hr mall. Eamnle FREE
Sr stamp. D*. R. RCHIFFMAN, St. Paul, Minn.
AGENTS WANTED to wii th.
LIFE, TRIAL and PfllTFAII
EXECUTION of Uwa™
Complete history of his shameful life; full record of the
moat notorious trial in the annals of crime. Profusely
Uluitr.ited. 1/iw priced. Ouj/ll CO emit. For circular*
and terms, address HUBBARD BROS., Chicago, 111.
Simples Free.
editor. Eight page*, all the nows, correcl
spoils, agricultural nnd houaehold matter, etc




for It, ami nee bow jou like It.










LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK OF HEALTH HINTS
AND READY RECIPES.
Worth 885. Cost 05*
By the author of
"Plus Hon Tau" an " Mimosa
Common Bnua."
1 QQ PAGES of Advice about D*Qv
1 Lo Habits and Hedpes for Care of
Common Ailments; a valuable Book of
Reference for ever)’ family. Only 93 eta
Thu lland-tiook contains chapters on Hy-
giene for all season* Common hsnse oa
Common Hit. Hygienic Curative Measure*
Knacks Wm th Knowing. Hints on Bathta*
on Xuraiiu the Sick, on Emergencies, to-
gether with some of the Private Formula
of Dr. Foon. and other physictana of high
re rule, and for preparing food for Invalid*
**~AtiKNTS WANTKD.
Murray Hill Book Publishing Co.,














THE OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
CUITEAU TRIAL
This is the only eompleto and fully-llluitratod “Life
and Trial of Gnlteau.” It contains all the tnatimony of
the experts and other noted witnesaes; all the speeches
marie by the cunning aaaauln tools great efforts U> escape
the g.rllowa by feigning Insanity. Beware of catchpenny
hooka. Millions of people are waiting tor this work
Agmlt Wanted. Clrcnlar* free. Extra term* U> Agents'
Address National Puiilihhimo Co., Chicago, IU-
EMIGRANTS.
AN IMMENSE AREA OP RAILROAD
AND GOVERNMENT LANDM, OF GREAT
FERTILITY. WITHIN EASY REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET, AT EXTREME.
LY LOW PRICK*, ! now offtre* for amle la
BAHTBKN OREGON and EASTERN WASH-
INGTON TERRITORY.
These lands farm part of the treat GRAIN
BELT of the Pact So Hlepe. and are witita
mm nvenute distance of 850 to 300 mHoo
GRAIN AT PORTLAND, OREGON, COM-
MANDS A PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OB-
TAINED IN CHICAGO.
The early eompleHmn of tho Northern Bn-
oiflo Jt. Jt. fa note assured, and yuarantsss
to settlers cheap and quick transportsdion
and mood markets both East and West. The
opening of this new overland tins to tho
together with the construction of tho
to/ 700 miles of railroad bytheO.M.
6 N. Co. in the oalleys of the great Columbia
and its principal tributaries, renders certain
a rapid increase in the value of the lands
now open to purchase and pre-emption.
There is every indication of on enarmauo
movement of population to tho Columbia
River region in the immediate future.
LAND* BROW an AVERAGE YIELD at
40 BU*HEL9 OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
No Fallnro of Crept over known.
RAILROAD LANDS offered at the aalform
mo of 18.50 an Acre.
CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
For pamphlet and map*, deecrlptlva e<
eenntry, He reeonrcee, climate, rent* *1
travel, rates and rail Information, *4 dree*
A. L. 8TOKE8,
Gon’l Eastern Poes’ r Agent,
68 Clark Ht., Chicot*, HI*
Pacific,
network .
JOHNSON’* ANODYNE LINIMENT will
positively prevent this terrible disease, and will posl-
lively cure nine cases out of ten. Information that
will save many lives, sent free bv mall. Don't dnlay a
moment. Prevention is better than Cure. I. B. Jon?«-






rkta. new aorta free
I defy competition f




Sent free to all
W IA beautiful Gnnh
T llllustr'd with
I lor engravings rai
iii I. fesh’. cheap.
lYTiUlOKFORD. ILLI
ni Ufuinu ien Guide






sc la (he Werld. Gel the teaalne. Bv-
PRICE $20. Kor,™
, ThU S.Y-.hlflfrr 8«vlo| Wschlat U
th* tort tver msds— sews Cut, rsas
•sty, my haadsomt, quirt, dursbU,
slmpU, Mavsnlsst, sad powerful.
Warrantid A Mart. Bsst Mywtors oa
6 days trial Pug y U pUattt.







As It Is far all diseases of the KIDNEYS,
LIVEN AND BOWELS.
Zt olsansas the system of the acrid poison
that causes the dreadful suffering which
only the victims of Khsamattam eon re alias.
THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the wont forme of this terrible disease
have been quickly feltavsd, in a short ttme
PERFECTLY CURED.
has had weadcrfal suceess, and an immenee
sale in every part of the Country. In hun-
dreds ofeaseel thee cured where all else had
failed. Itle mild, but efflolent, CERTAIN
IN IT* ACTION, but harmless in nil eaeee.
tVlt eleaasee, Streegtbeae and otveaXew
Ufa to all the Important organa of the body.
The natural action of the Kidney* Is restored.
Tho Liver ie oleansed of all disease, and the
Bowels move freely and healthfully. In (hie
way the wont diseases ere eradicated from
theaystem.
Ae It has been proved by thousands that
<iDNEY-WGRT
bars been ioM. Ota Or elrcalws aa4
tesUnoolala. U* yrfecs te tlsto. Vs
risk to try os. Ttousaodi 4* ertry yssr, aed thank ss
0m tto *1 * to *00 save* la boyleg direct. " ’
set, sad »ton yoo or a Mt
•ere to address OaoXtrai
imoj oe . o t» ooa uuu 
r ta uv t. Cot thu




each ntobt from 1 to 13 v
Bl  will com
will take one pill each ntobt from 1 toll weeks may be
restored to eound health. If such a thing be po*-efble.j sgTSsr sss
formerly Bangor, Me.
KIDNEY-WORT
is tho most effectual remedy for cleansing the Lf
system of all morbid secretions. It should be
need in every household ae a
SPRING MEDICINE.
Always curse BILIOUSNESS, l-ONffOTPA-
TION. PILES and *11 FBMALB Diseases.
IsputuptnDry Vegetable Ferm. In tin can*
on* package of which maxes (quarts medicine.
Also in Liquid Form, very Ceueeetretedfor
the coovsnienco of those woo cannoersadiiypre-
parsit. Jtacti with equal efflcisncyineitlurfom.
GET ITOFTOCR DRUGGIST. PBICE.il.**
WELLS, KIClMBD$0!f A Co.. Prop’t,
(Will end the dry post-paid.! li ai.ISBTOX. VT.
KIDNEY- WOR
ftjr ^yeejS. &n re
l Tho Bron Terete te a\
i preparation of t*ro-\
1 1 oxide of Iron. B/oru-
H vian Bark, and Bhoo-
Mphatoo, aoooeiatod
ATTZFFZZZZ?.,
VAIIfACTIIII IT Til DR.
Januny Column.
Notes on Orchard and Garden Work-
Note— Work! The first and lost words
In the title of our monthly remarks in this
d •partment, demand a pussing word. It
is assumed that work is one of the first
principles of success in the orchard and
garden. Without work, hard wo*k, and
an abundance of it, the growing of vege-
tables. and the raising of fruit must prove
a failure. An orchard will not tun itself
with profit any more than a steam plow or
a saw mill; and to keep a vegetable gar-
den iu proper order is often more of a tax
upon the muscle than the steering of a
ship. Along with this labor of the hand
must go an activity of the mind. The
seed drill and the pruning knife, as well
as all other orchard and garden imple-
ments need to be used intelligently. Let
no one believe that he can succeed In this
department without thinking— gardening
is not a mere pastime, and fruit growing
is far from being on occupation for n man
who will not work his brains. '—
With this view of labor it is evident that
there are two sets or classes ol implements
to be used by the gardner and horticultur-
ist in the performance of his work;—
Implements to be used iu the hands, and
tools to aid the head. A hoe is a garden
implement, but is no more of one than a
principle of plant growth, which, when
understood, makes every stroke of the hoe
more effective. The best seed planter
that modern mechanical skill produces
could be only a source of loss when guided
in its work by one who knows nothing of
the conditions most favorable for each of
the many garden seeds. These principles
which underlie proper, and therefore prof-
itable gardening, aie the accumulated ex-
perience of ail past ages, and are put with-
in the reach of all in books upon the vari-
ous subjects which belong to the orchard
and garden. Some of these books are of
a general character, and treat of vegeta-
tion as a whole, without making special
reference to any particular vegetable or
fruit. Such books give the ground work
or fundamental principles upon which the
special treatises rest. For example, the
nature of soils, the composition of the at-
mosphere, and the physiological laws
which govern the growth of plants arc
general subjects which involve principles
that apply to all vegetation. The person
who knows these principles— understands
how plants grow, when, where, and how
they get their foods, is certainly possessed
of superior tools in the culture of field or
garden crops.— Am<ric<in Agriculturist for
January.
Ths Horsa Shoe and Its Application.
The number and disposition of the nails
depend upon the kind of shoe. For speed
and light draft, from five to seven may be
employed, while for heavy horses and for
heavy draft the number may be increased.
Where few nsils are used they should be
more widely distributed than is usually the
custom. When it is remembered that the
introduction of every uail is so much injury
to the structures ol the foot, it will readily
be seen that the smaller the number requi-
site for the purpose the better for the ani-
mal. In driving the nails, it is essential
that a thick short hold of the crust should
be had, rather than a long thin one. Not
only is the shoe thus held more firmly,
but there is a probability that the nail
holes may, by the downward growth of
the horn, be removed at the next shoeing,
which in most cases should not exceed an
interval of four or five weeks. The points
of the nails should be shortened to just
that length which will permit them to be
turned over and hammered down smooth-
ly, with perhaps the least possible rasping.
The common method of rasping notches
for the extremities of the nails is not ad-
visable. In fact, as I have already said,
the rasp should never be used upon the ex-
ternal wolls’of the hoof except in cases of
the opposite limb. Its use destroys the
natural polish, exposes parts beneath
which are not fitted for such exposure, and
renders the horn brittle, and liable at any
moment to quarter, cracks and other mal-
adies— .Dr. Slade, in American Agricul-
turist for January.
A Kentucky cow raised on the farm » f
Erastus Ellsworth, of East Windsor Hill,
Conn., has a remarkable record. April
16, 1877, sbagave birth to twins, one male
«nd cne female; March 18, 1878, she gave
1 birth to triplets, two males and one fe-
male, July 9, 1879, she gave birth to twins,
males, Oct. 7, making five calves in eleven
months and three days; 1880, she gave
birth to triplets, two males and one female,
making ten calves in three years five
months and twenty-one days. The calves
have all been of good size, healthy, and
handsome, and have all been raised on the
farm.
The last quarterly report of the state
board of agriculture of Kansas contains a
statement of the number of acres of timber
planted and growing in that state, other
than the native forests. The statement is
made by counties, and the totals appear as
follows: Walnut, 5,895 acres; maple, 6,
458; honey locust, 1,215; cottonwood, 39,
108; oaige orange, 617; catalpa, 788; other
varieties, 39,763
Now is the chance
for Faxmers.
Our popular wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMIK,
Offers his superior made wagons Jnst as cheap
as anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a
Better’wagon in every way
Call and Examine.
Also Keeps on hand a line of
AND
JUST RJEOEIVE3D
FALL AND WINTER ROODS ! !
• 0  >
Some of those goods will be sold at Cost, such as
Ladies’ & Gents’ Buckled & Buttoned Shoes
j Boys’ and Young Men’s WINTER SUITS of CLOTHING
Open and Top Buggies,
And a nice assortment of Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
ALSO AGENT FOR
BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON
WORKS.
J. FLIEMAN,14-tf • Holland, Mich
TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.














Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific, $1 per package, or six packages
for S3. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSUN MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo.N.Y,
Soldin HollandbvD. R. Mkenos. 51-ly.
BOOTS A3STD SHOES, ETC., ETC.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.
A few thousand feet of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had; also Lath,
Shingles, Lime, etc., at reasonable prices.
ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
-AT-
E. J. HARRINGTON,
h o l l a ur in, Mien.
JUST RECEIVED Sewing Machines ̂ yNHOFF
New Home,
BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; espe-
cially Indigestion, Pyspcpsia, Inter-
mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-
ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat In the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-
gists at $1.00 a bottle.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.
8e« th.t all Iron Biller, are made by B«ow» C.wiioal





At the store of









From the flnest'Silk to the cheapest.
HOSIERY, &C., &C.,
Also a Full Line of
Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Pntten & Sons.




Or any other called for, cheaper than else-
where at
MEYER, BROUWER & CO.,
46-2 m River Street.
Nervous Debility:
A Cure Guaranteed.
Dr. E. C. Weal's Nerve and Brain Treatment: a
specific for Hysteria, Dizziness. Convulsions. Ner-
vous Headache. Menial Depression. Loss of Mem-
ory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involnntary
Emissions. Premature Old Age. caused by over-ex-
ertion. self abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure re-
cent cases. Each box contains one month's treat-
ment. One dollar a box. six boxes for five dollars;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, acorn-
panted with five dollars, we will send the phr-
chaserour written Guarantee to return the money
if the treatment docs not effect a cure. Guaran-
tees Usi.ed only when the treatment Is ordered
direct from us. Address JOHN C. WEbT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, 181 4 183 W. Madison St.. Chica-




We have added a complete stock of
DRY GOODS,
GENTS' URNISHING GOOCS,
Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns
Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices. Our motto is: “Quick Sales and Small
Profits.”
Our ftock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.
FL 0 U(R AJ1Q FEEQ,
is also kept constantly on hand.
The highest prices is paid for hotter and eggs,
and other Country Produce.
OUG-AINrS
of the first quality
Fiik.nvrcrjs
Which excel in quality and appearance
any before offered to the Public and prices
that defy competition at




Foo Ck's Mm of Mi Oil
PjiUItbIt Saitorsi the Buriag, and ii the only Abiolutc
Care for Seafseit Zaova.
This Oil is extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea.
known as Carcharodon RoruleUtil. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous
and many ao seemingly miraculous, that
the remedy was officially proclaimed over the en
tire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
otit 300 yen so Saafaui hti extited imone th« Chiaeie
people. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
per bottle.
Only Importel by HAYLO'K k 00.,
Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York.
Its virtues are unquestionable and Its curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experience and observailon.
Among the many readers of the Review In one
part and another of the country, It is probable that
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and tu inch it
may be said: “ Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
Dey Street, New York, enclosing $1. and yon will
receive by return mall a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
effects wiil he permanent. Yon will never regret
doing so.”- Editor Mercantile Review. Sl-Sm.
Call and see our New Goods.








We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 Inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Boita, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 Inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 Inches long.
For making contracts or further in-
formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.- JAS. KONING, 8upt. •
Ague Cure
Is a purely vegetable hitter and power-
ful tonic, and is warranted a speedy and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chills
and Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fe-
ver, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, and all
malarial disorders. In miasmatic dis-
tricts, the rapid mdse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite, pain in the back
and loins, and coldness of the spine and
extremities, are only premonitions of
severer symptoms, which terminate in the
ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
ami profuse ]*erspiration.
It is a startling fact, that quinine, arse-
nic and oilier jioisonoiis minerals, form the
basis of most of the "Fever and Ague
Preparations," " Specifics," " Syrups," and
"Tonics," in the market. The prepara-
tions made from these mineral poisons,
although they are palatable, and may
break the ehlil, do not cure, but leave the
malarial and their own drug poison 'in
the system, producing quinism, dizziness,
ringing in the ears, beau ache, vertigo, and
other disorders more formidable than the
disease they were intended to cure.
Ayer's Aot*E Cwk thoroughly eradicates
these noxious poisons from the system,
and always cures the severest cases. It
contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing
that could injure the most delicate pa-
tient; and its crowning excellence, above
its certainty to cure, is that it leaves the
system as free from disease as before the
attack.
For Liver Complaints, Ayer's Ague
XVrk, by direct action on the liver and
biliary apparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stim-
ulates the system to a vigorous, healthy
condition.
We warrant it when taken according to
directions. ,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
Practical and Analytical Chemlsta,
Lowell, Matt.
•OLD CT ALL DUUOOlSTS XTXBTWHIR*.
DETROIT MUSIC CO.
254 Woodward Ave., Detroit.
CUB. BERDAN, HARRY R. WILLIAMS.
Senrlfor our Catalogue. The following bands
use our instruments:— Owooso, Lapeer, Otisvllle,
Mt. Morris, Chester, Groveland. Capac. Frankford,
St. Louis, Carlton, Memphis, New Haven, Rich-
mond. Grand Trunk Junction, Springwells, Tus-
cola, Mayvllle, Big Rapids, Chase. Reed City,
Golden Theatre Co.. J. M. Rodi, Lender; Denison,
Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay City, Washington,




DRY GOODS S TORE
-^.qf-
C. STEKETEE&BOS,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Etc., Etc.
Also a very large and assorted stock of
Mil GOODS
Which wc Intend to keep as complete as nossl
ble embracing all the latest and best made fabrics
Crockery, Stoue & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C. STEKETEE & BOS.
Holland, Oct. lSth,1880. __
THE FINEST MANUFACTURED
Piano in the World







And many other Makers: also first-class Pipe
Organs can be seen In this vicinity.
Whereas I purchase for cash, I am enabled to
sell Jnst as cheap, If not cheaper, than the best
booses in the United States.
CALL AT THE
Store No 52 Eighth st.,
Holland, Michigan.
or at No, 13 South Division Street,
Near Cor. of Monroe Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, - MICHIGAN.
G. RANKAN8.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 27,1881. [8B— 0m.
8500 REWARD.
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indi-
gestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot
core with WesCs Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
directions are strictly complied with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfac-
tion. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 80
Pills, 85 cents. For sale by all Druggists. Be-
ware of counterfeits and imitations. The gennine
manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST 4 CO.,
“The Pill Makers.” 181 4 188 W. Madison St-
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mail pie-
paid on receipt of a 8 cent stamp. _ M-iy
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